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Preface 

:J 
"0 g During my studies I heard numerous stories of people spending three years on their final projectorinsome 

casesnoteven finish at all. I had decided this would nothappen with me! 

Unfortunately, history has thought me different. Now, more than two years after the first presentation of this 

project I am finally ending the process. 

I have known some ups and heavy downs, but all have helped me to complete the project. 

Also, next to the project, I had some of the most intense experiences of my life. 

As for the project itself, my taskas an architect was really not very clear to me fora long time. 

I have always thought, and guess I will always think, that everything is architecture. Unfortunately that wil I not 

make everything an architectural exercise automatically. 

I dove in the project without any clue of what was going to be the fin al product and have spend a lot of time 

searching for the right assignment. Eventually, having found the assignment, I spend too much time convert

ingit into an architectural exercise. l found it very hard to change the technologica I schemes I had found into 

an actual building. Only in the end I regained the enjoyment of being a designing architect. 

For me now, intheshort careerin architecture, I have the feeling I have never been further away from being 

an architect as I have been inthelast two years. But I a lso feel that I have completed the circle inthelast few 

months and am ready to go on and try to decide for myself what architecture really is. I do not know if I hope 

~ toever find the answer. 
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.a_ I am sure I could nothave done this project without the support, time and critique of my parents, my sister 
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and brathers Me rijn, Pieter and Benjamin (and all their attachments), my cammission 

Hüsnü Yegenoglu, Marco Vermeulen, Miehiel Dehaene and Martijn Honselaar under chairmanship of Jouke 

Post, Donald van Dansik during the initiation of the project, U sa ma ei-Fiky for introducing me to the project 

and helping me out in Egypt, all members of Van DACKS (soon to be Megatron) Rudie van Deventer, Tim Aars

en, Mathijs Cremers and Pa ui Stavert, Christien Meindertsma, Bas Helbers, Bas van Bolderen, Wouter Geen se, 

Michel van der Velden, Mattijs Gevers, Sabine Hogen hout, Ton Matton, Ken Giller (University of Wageningen) 

for introducing me toPi eter van der Zaag (UNESCO-IHE lnstitute for Water Education, Delft) and Rik Schuiling 

(University of Wageningen), who both helped me out with information about growing crops and using water, 

and finally all my friends, family and people I have met inthelast two years. 

) 
Stijn Kernper 

Rotterdam 

March 15,2007 
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Introduetion 
.Q 
iii Late 20041 started the final chapter of my life as a student in Architecture. After finishing my intemship at 
:J 

~ Urban Aftairs in Rotterdam, time had come to choose a subject for my final project. What was it going to be 
(!) 

a bout? Wh at was I going to choose? 

Ou ring the previous years of my studies and also during my internship, I did several projects concerning tour
ism, leisure and recreation. Furthermore I have always been interested in the cultural phenomena involved 

with leisure. 

Travelling is architecture. Seeing different cultures, experiencing fascinating environments, enjoying new 

tastes. Getting inspiration forfurther development. 
Studying architecture, I saw the importance of travelling and in the years prior to my graduation I tried to get 
away as much as possible. At first with friends, but later a lso alone. Although travelling alone really is some

thing to get used to, it opened up a world for me of total treedom and intensified memories:"That's the way it 

has to be, and that 's the way it is" says Richard a bout travelling solo in the movie The Beach. 

Although traveilers tend to say they are not tourists, it is hard to escape reg u lar taurist trails while travelling 

independent. But this can a lso be an amazing encounter. Being abroad and at the sa me time have a chance to 
reflect on your own culture is a fascinating experience. 

" I found out a bout the Toshka-project through the workof U sa ma el Fiky, a PhD research er in the Department 
-= al of Architecture. lt is a massive irrigation and land reel a mation project in the south of Egypt. The Egyptian 
~ government built a 50 kilometer canal from LakeNasser through the desert into the Toshka-valley and are 

ê- planning to cultivate around 250.000 hectares, roughly the size of the Dutch province of Flevoland 
1

• 
::J 

Aher having read some brief information about the project I found out that within the new development an 

area of 1900 hectares is reserved fora tourism development. Th is of course caught my attention.l did some 
further research concerning the country and the project, and finally decided that this tourism development 
would be the subject of my final project. I also gave me a chance togotravelling again and I took the oppor
tunity to stay abroad for over two months, visiting Lebanon, Egypt and lsrael. 

In the end, I developed a possible new form of tourism for the Toshka region.lt is a combination of the physi
cal and materiallimitations of the desert environment on one hand and several technologica I and sociologi
cal changes in contemporaryWestern society on the other. 

Within this report I will go through several stages of the development of my plan, starting with the research I 

did on Egypt and the Toshka project. From this I go through a short history of tourism and showsome trends 

for the future of tourism. The first part ends with a piece on the contemporary regained awareness of con
sumers concerning the production of food and other basic needs. 

êii The second part consistsof research on several forms of self-sustaining communities and micronations result-
a. 

~ ing finallyin part three where I use my findings from the second part to explain the plan of my final project: 
~ 

,§. Unplugged lnn 
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The Aswan Dam 

:::J Construction of the first As wan Dam (currently The Low Dam, or The Old Dam) started in 1899. On the one 

handtostart cantrolling the pathof the Nile and secondly to create the power for an industrial Egypt (Egypt 

was under British command, hence its wish for industrialization). Th is taming unfortunately ledtoa coastal 

erosion of the Nile Delta, first seen around 1898, when, prior to the Low Dam, the first man-made structures 

began cantrolling the flow of the Nile. 

British accupation of Egypt started in 1882, and finally ended 1952, when, after the July 23 revolution, Egypt 

becomes an independent nation. 

Starting to rebuild the nation, the new government began revitalizing the country with several fertilizer proj

ects and in this period ideas rose fora High Dam in the Nile near the Old Aswan Dam. 

"Recalling those days I can still see a Greek engineer, with shaggy hair and wild eyes, whowas always calling 

on us at the Abbasiah Cammand Headquarters. He just called whenever he chose, without prior appoint

ment. His name was, if I remember rightly, Daninos. Every time he stormed our premises, he ravedabout one 
2 

unchanging idea - a high dam had to be built on the Nile at Aswan." 

After technica I research, the decision was made to first finish, aftera twenty year delay, the hydroelectric 

Q; station on the Old Aswan Dam in order to u se its power for the workon the Aswan High Dam. Workon the 
a. 
~ station took from 1953 until1960, after which the Aswan High Dam-project began.lt took 11 years to build 
~ 
,§. and, with its 500 kilometrein length, created the largest artificiallake in the world. 
û5 017 





1i At first the United States agreed to financially support the realization of the High Dam, but after declaring 
·e 
c.. Egypt bankrupt on July 19, 1956, both the US and the International Bank withdrew their offer to finance work 
c: 
~ on the High Dam. Hidden agenda for this decision was the dissatisfaction with the growing ties between 
:::> 
~ Egypt and both the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia.ln fact, within a week, at the fourth birthday of the July 
(!) 

23 Revolution, attending Minister of Foreign Affairs Shipolov of the Soviet Union told Nasser that the USSR 

was pre pa red to carry out the Aswan High Dam project, in return of coursefora Soviet influence in Egypt. 

Th is actually triggered the Suez-crisis, since Nasser, boosted with mor ale, declared martiallaw in the Suez 

Canal and seized control over the Suez Canal Company (a 50/50 British-French company). French and British 

troupes supported lsrael in attacking Cairo. A UN intervention cleared the situation befare this war would 

turn into a US (Br/Fr/lsr) vs. USSR (Egypt) conflict. 

At the opening of the Aswan High Dam on January 15, 1971, Nikita Krushchev saw the first step to "drown 
3 

capitalism" in the African Continent. United States-based critics saw in it only the birth of an environmental 

di sa ster. Most of these critica I stories, however, where highly likely to be 'planted' by Western intelligence 

agencies and most of them were later found to be incorrect. 

In fact, studies made by the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) in the 1980s and early 1990s 

indicated that, contrary to the general belief that the Dam was a complete di sa ster, it was one of the best 

damsin the world because of the very substantial overall benefits it brought to the country and its people. 

Evidence indicates that without the dam Egypt would have been in dire economie straits."What remains is 

thus not if the Dam should have been built in the first place but what there can be done to further maximize 
4 

the positive socio-environmentalist benefits and to reduce the negative ones to increase the net benefit': 

019 
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The Toshka Valley project 
.Q 
n; The regularity and the richness of the annual Nile Riverflood has always been of great importance to Egyp-
::J 

~ tian civilization. Since the rest of the country mainly consist of desert land it is not surprising that al most all 
(!) 

daily life is concentrated around the Nile, creating one of the densest populated are as in the world. Of the 
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total surface land area in Egypt (995.450 square kilometers) only a mere 53.008 square kilometers (5,3%) is fit 

for use as habitable land, concentrated in the Nile River valley and the Delta reg ion. With 90% of the 78,8 mil

lion people (july 2006) living here, this results in a density of 1338 people/square kilometer. The Netherlands, 

considered one of the densest countries in the world has a density of'only' 385 people/square kilometer. 
With this density Egypt can be put next to the small island of Malta (1234 people/sq km). Taking into account 

that one of the major environmental issues is the rapid growth of the population (82 million in 201 0) Egypt is 

desperate to find a way of increasing its arabie and habitable land. 

The country has now found its way in the area west of Lake Nasser, known as the Toshka depression. The area 

was chosen because of the amount of water currently available behind the Aswan Dam in Lake Nasser and 

the three smaller lakes in Toshka itself. Also creating arabie lands is very suitable in this area, during the Ro
man Empire dubbed "Bread Basket': 

The South Valley Development Project aims at reclaiming an area of around 1 million feddans in the New Val

ley governate divided in three reg i ons: around the Toshka depression, in East Oweinat and in the New Valley 
governorate oases. A feddan is an Egyptian measurement for surface area and equals close to half a hectare 
(0,47 ha). 
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~ The majority of the reclamation (540.000 feddan/253.800 ha) will be done in Toshka. A pumping station on 

~ the western share of LakeNasser will take water out of the lake and transport it through the recently built 
c 
o Sheikh Zayed Canal to the Toshka Valley. Within the Valley there four branches, each of which will be culti
~ 
~ vated by different stakeholders. These stakeholders include the Saudi Prince Al-Waleed lbn Ta lal, an Egyptian 
~ 

C!> Consortium of Land Reclamation, the United Arab Emirates and several Saudi, Dutch and Canadian invest-

ment companies. 
Further reclamation will be in East Oweinat (200.000 feddan) and the different New Valley oases (250.000). 

The irrigation of these areas will solely rely on abundant, but non-renewable, underground water. 
The initia! aim of the project is to increase the habitable land in Egypt from around 5% to 25% in 2017. 
Next to this overall initiative are the following objectives: 

-Providing an alternative goal for immigrants from existing rural areas, insteadof the al ready congested 
urban centers. New jobscan be created (2.8 million) and suitable housescan be provided.An estimated 6 mil

lion people will move here within the next two decades. 
-The project will ultimately include development of agriculture-for-export, housing, industry, tourism, educa
tion, transportation, and communication. The development will be basedon self-sufficient settlements to 

avoid relying on existing urban cores. 
-Ending the centralized planning policy of the Egyptian government. Th is policy only resulted, among other 

problems, in urban congestion, environmental deterioration and a lack of jobs. 

-lncrease and divert investment possibilities outside the Old Valley to raise private and national income. 

The government will finance up to 20-25 percent of the total expenses by digging the canal, installing the 
c 
E pumping station and setting up a convenient infrastructure network.The rest will be financed by local and 
'0 

& foreign private sector direct investment in five major sectors: infrastructure, construct ion, industry, agriculture, 
Q) 

% and tourism. 
c 

:::> 

Although the project cammeneed with high morale and great initiative, the current state of the Toshka proj

ect is all but flourishing. The Mubarak pumping station, the Sheikh Zayed Canal and two branches are now in 

operation. The third branch is near completion and workon the fourth branch is yet to begin. The pumping 
station is currently capable of irrigating 300.000 feddans. And, as for investors, all products coming from the 
Toshka area are free of custom taxes. 
Despite all this, of the 540.000 planned feddans only 12.000 feddans are giving their fruits. 
One of the stakeholders, Saudi Prince Al-Waleed lbn Ta lal, acquired 100.000 feddans at the start of the project 

at great discount, but has so far only cultivated 600 feddans and all on a very experimental basis. 
The Tra de Holding Company with its subsidiary South Valley Company is a bit more extensive with 7.000 fed
dans, de livering crops ranging from wheat and cabbage to hibiscus, mangoes and grapes. A further 23.000 

feddans are set for cultivation but waiting for electricity to be ready in the area. 
One of thema in reasans for the lack of interest in the Toshka area is a rapid devaluation of the Egyptian 

pound, from 3,58 fora dollar in 2000 to 6,28 in 2005. Th is means the investment itself is cheaper but the 

needed imparts are much more expensive. 

Another major reason is the massive lack of trust investors have in the current corrupt and dietatarial govern:;; 
~ ment. With Mubarak in charge afterSadat was assassinated in 1981 and having the country under martial 
~ law ever si nee, there is hardly any treedom or opposition, while bureaucracy and corruption are an ongoing 

~ 023 
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~ problem. So as the current government is still in charge ofthe Toshka-project, foreign parties are nat really 
·e-
[l_ keen on investing in a project with a corrupt management. 
c 
o All this leadstoa great delay in the works for the whole Toshka-project, making it hard for the people working -~ 

-6 there to keep up morale. With investors and progress staying behind, the life of a worker here is nat an easy 
~ 
<!l one. Since the projected millions of inhabitants are nat yet moving into the area, there is still a very tempo-

rary fee I around the building-sites. A lso because of a lacking in amenities like hospita Is, schools and markets 

workers are refusing to move over their families from up north to accompany them in the new environment. 

Most workers are just stayingat these remote construction sites because of the enormous unemployment in 
the rest of the country and there is little hope these people will stay after the job is done. 

With the work increasing while wages stay the sa me most men will be glad to leave the surroundings and 
spend the little they saved with their families. 
Des pi te all negativities, there is still hope for the Toshka project. The cast of preparing one feddan for cultiva

tion lies around LE20.000 which is still considerable cheaper that buying a feddan in the Nile Valley (LE60.000-

1 00.000). And experts say that because this land is virgin, clean land, it is much better than that of the Nile 

Valley. 

Finally, thema in reason for the development of the South Valley Development seems to be a 

strategic-political one. The government ment i ons agriculture for food autonomy and the development of a 
buffer cent re of population in its empty Western Desert. But bath reasans seem to be easy to debate. The buf

fer of population against possible intruders goes against the national doctrine that the real threat for Egypt 
comes from the east, lsrael, and nat from the south, of Sudan. And the within the fact that there is a desire 
for food autonomy it is quite strange that all the food production in the NewValley is intended for export. 

c 
.s Besides this, the planned development of agriculturalland will nat be merely enough to suffice theever 
-o g growing population in Egypt.ln the end it will anyway have to add imported food to growing demand of the 

~ increasing population. A lso, with water being the biggest problem in agricultural development, the amount 
c 
=> afwater needed for irrigating the South Valley-project would be sufficient to support over 650 cities of 

Q; 
0. 
E 
Q) 
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~ 

200.000 people, including commercial and industrial use, allbasedon a non-agricultural economy of export
ing manufactured goods and services while relying on imported food for the population. 

So the question remains:Why is Mubarak pursuing the South Valley scheme? lt may be in part the fact that 
Mubarak is emulating bath predecessors and contemporaries (Nasser's Aswan High Dam and Qaddafi's Great 

Man Made River scheme in Libya). Engineering projects on this scale render billions of dollars in contracts, 
which is politically attractive (but the sa me goes for alternative projects, such as new cities). 
In the end the most important reason is very likely the creation of"facts on the ground" concerning water use. 
In the 1959"Treaty for the Full Utilization of the Nile'; Egypt and Sudan divided the annual Nile flow between 

them with 66% for Egypt, 22% for Sudan and 12% surface evaporation. But with the upcoming development 
of a large amount of small scale irrigation schemes in Ethiopia this treaty is bound to be reconsidered in 

the near fut ure. With a completion of the South Valley project Egypt has a major bargaining chip in possible 
negotiations withother Nile riparians over reallocating shares in the river. Established facts, basedon actual 
water use and sunk casts have always weighed very heavily in establishing legitimate claims tosharesin 
transboundary rivers. Nonetheless, there is still need fora dialogue between all of the Nile based countries in 

negotiating a fair Nile Water Agreement. 
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Tourism 

~ The official World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO) definition of tourists are people who"travel to and stayin 
"0 
~ 

(.!) 
pi aces outs i de their usual environment for nat more than one consecutive year for leisure, business and other 

5 
purposes nat related to the exercise of an activity remunerated from within the place visited." In this defini-

tion it does nat matter how big the distance is between the place of origin and the taurist destination. 

Tourism has virtually always been a part of civilization, with ancient Egyptians visiting public festivals, temples 

and tombs, Greeks organizing the Olympics and Romans invented seaside· tourism by building thermae a long 

the coast. 

Only during the Middle Ages tourism al most ceases to exist, with travelling being mainly done for religion, 

war and trade. 

The Rennaissance brings global exploration and a changing view of the world. Europeans encounter maps 

and people of lands previously unknown.Society starts to shift from a rural base to an urban one and with 

the growth of wealth comes a desire to traveL 

In the following centuries tourism was remaining an upper-class farm of recreation.The young English elite 

we re going on educational travels through Europe. These Grand Tours could last up to four years and the 

ma in destinations were Pa ris, Venice and ancient Rome. 

During the 18th and 19th century, the spa was becoming a popular tourism destination. Although the social 

and medica I roots forthermal bathing go back to ancient times, the new trend was the careful monitoring 

by medica I professionals. The popularity grew rapidly and the spas were combined with restaurants, casinos, 
6 

.S music halls and racetracks. 
"0 

~ Towards the end of the 19th century mass tourism began toemergein Great Brittain. Two things occurred 
Cl 
::J 
ä. 
c: 
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befare ma ss travel could begin to develop: 

-increasing development in technology allowed large numbers of people to travel in a small amount of time 

to places of leisure interest, and 
7 

-industrialization gave a growing number of people the chance to enjoy the benefits of leisure time. 

On the Sth of July 1841, Thomas Cook organised the first package tour in history. He chartered a train to take 

a group of campaigners from Leicester toa rally in Loughborough, some 18 kilometres away.Aithough this 

was nat the first organised train excursion in history, it was the first that included in the price forentrance to 

an entertainment held in private grounds. 

All through the rest of the 19th and early 20th century ma ss tourism developed especially through the rail

way system.lncreasing speed in these railways meant that the taurist industry could develop internationally. 

Seatravel was a lso a part of the growth of ma ss tourism. Many intercontinental shipping companies began 

selling tickets for European destinations to fill underutilised cab in space. Since a lot of traveilers to India and 

the Far East only joined the British ships at Marseille, the companies started marketing holidays from London 

to Lisbon or Gibraltar. A lso older ships were converted into cruise boats for the summer months. 

a. 
E Aft er World War 11, two major factors helped further develop ma ss tourism, bath concerning means of trans
~ 
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~ port. 
·e 
c.. First there was the development of automobility. 
c: 

-~ During the first three decades of the twentieth century the development of automotive technology was go-
" ~ ing very quickly and by the 1930s most of the technology used in cars has been invented. After the second 
Cl 

World War cars we re beginning to bema ss produced leading to much lower prices and the car became an 

easily accessible commodity. Combined with a growth in wealth and leisure time, it gave an increasing num

ber of people the opportunity to make short to medium trips a braad. 

Secondly, ma ss tourism got a massive boost with the growth of air travel after the second World War. 

In the United Kingdom, in the immediate post-war period, there was a surplus in aircraft carriers and enough 

military pilots to fly them. The aircrafts we re chartered by tour operatorsfortrips to Pa ris and Ostend in Bel

gium. 

The first modern package holiday was affered by Vladimir Raitz and his Horizon Holiday Group. On the 20th 

of May 1950 the company flew from London Gatwiek to Corsica, fora two week all inclusive holiday on the 

camping grounds of the "Club Franco-Britannique':The all-in price for the two weeks was half the cast of a 

regular return ticket to Nice, the nearest camparabie destination. 

Although during the first summer the company would notmake its target of 350 paying customers, they 

learned some valuable lessans and within 20 years would expand their package holiday industry to Portugal, 

Spain, Buigaria and Greece. 

Next to the advantage that a costumer would pay one fixed price for its entire holiday, the real cast reduction 

c: for package holidays lay inthefact that airlines could not fill up blocks of empty seats by heavily discounting 
E 
~ the tickets. The newly, post-war introduetion of an international system of airline regulations fixed the seat 
0> 

~ prices and therefore discounts. However, if the seats were purchased by a tour operator, the lower price for 

:5 the flight would be hidden within the price of the all-inclusive holiday. Although obvious, it would be difficult 
to prove that discounting had taken place. 

The final steps into air travel as we knowit today were taken in 1952 with the introduetion of the passen

ger jet airliner by BOAC (now British Airways), and finally, increasing levels of safety, comfort and passenger 

expectations ca me with the first commercial flight of the Boeing 707 by Pa nAm from New Vork to Pa ris on 

October 26, 1958. 

Air traffic has increased so much that during any given moment today roughly 5.000 airplanes are in the air 

somewhere in the United States. Total number of US flights every day is over 87.000, of which 35% are com
a 

mercial carriers. 
9 

30 June 2006 was the busiest day ever in Europe's airspace with 31 .686 flights. 

The growth of especially air travel has reduced travelling time enormously and these days the Mediterra

nean coast is al most as accessible as the Dutch local shares. In recent years the cast of air travel has declined 

enormously, making long-haul destinations like Thailand and Kenya affordable and, within Europe, Low-cost 

airlines are offering 1-Eurocent flight tickets. 
Q; 
E Next tothese two factors, a lso leisure time, income levels and life expectancy keep increasing, resulting in a 
<ll 

~ still rapidly growing tourism industry. 
~ 029 





~ As a share in the world GDP, tourism and travel have become major players in the economy, accounting for 
"ë' 10 
Cl. al most 30 percent of the total export of services and 6 percent of total world export . The industry is grow-
c 
~ inga steadily 4,2 percent per year. 
:J 
"0 
~ 
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In 2004, there were 763 million international taurist arrivals and this number will more than double to 1.600 
11 

million in 2020 . 

The common characterisations of contemporary international tourism continue to relate to the notion of 
12 

mass production and consumption. 

First of all 'mass' could relate to magnitude. The increasing development of tourism over the past 40 years 

with a growth of taurist resorts, agglomerations of hotel developments, growth in the number of attractions 

designed for significant numbers of visitors, larger aircraft, an increase in air traffic and a general expansion of 

infrastructure to support the millions of international trips. 

But the term 'mass' could a lso be understood in a way of production, structure and organisation. Tourism is 

akin to an industrial process whereby economiesof scale are sought tomeet market needs.'Mass'tourism 

is being defined as a large-scale phenomenon, packaging and selling standardised leisure services at fixed 
13 

prices toa ma ss clientèle. Despite attempt to promate issues of quality and value, competition between 

the major producers has largely been based upon price supported by strong branding and mass market

ing. Through the application of Fordist-type principals (sustained economie growth through ma ss produc

tion and mass consumption) a wide variety of packaged destinations could be developed in the 1960s and 

2 ?Os, signalling an importantprocessof democratisation of traveL A significant difference between common 

~ manufacturing processes and the production and organisation of international travel and tourism is the 
0> 

.[ fact that the industry delivers intangible and perishable service products rather than physical goods. Also, in 

5 tourism, production and consumption of services are very much inseparable. But overall, the evolution of the 

tourism industry has involved development of practices designed to maximise efficiencies (Taylorism) and 

production (Fordism), aften led by a smal! number of large companies. 

lnexperience in the early days of the packaged holidays, bothof the producers and consumers, combined 

with relative high casts generated a need for more cost-effective, predictabie farms of tourism that generated 

homogeneaus holidays. 1 or 2 weeks consisting of well-ordered excursions, reg u lar and predictabie meals 

and organised but superficial encounters with the host community. 

Those with romanticised conceptionsof travel as asearchof international peace, social therapy, cultural 

inquiry and aesthetic enchantment have all walked into the difficulties of the mechanistic mobilisation of the 
14 

masses:'assembly line techniques are the only way of dealing with huge numbers' . 

Overall, international tourism has maturedover the last 40 years in an incredible complex phenomenon. 

Behind the simple act of buying an airline lies a complex system of global economie transactions, social 

exchanges and politica i negotiations. The development of complicated abstract systems is an essential part 

of international tourism and, although complex in itself, help to make tourism less complicated. Adjunct fac

tors assisting the development of mass tourism are, for insta nee, the increasing number of multilingual cash 
Q; 15 
E machines and the introduetion of the Euro as a multinational currency . 
~ 
:~ 
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Trends in Tourism 

~ The last few decades tourists have gained higher levels of disposable inca me and greater leisure time. Th is is 
"0 

~ resulting in an ongoing trend of next to one long holiday during summer, short second holidays year-round, 

with for instanee citytrips or country hotels. 

Secondly, on average people are educated betterand have (some) more sophisticated tast, resulting in a 

product that has in many ways more quality and is getting more and more individually specified. For instanee 

the old 'sun, sea, and sand' ma ss market has fragmented into more specialized versions. People want a "Club 
17 

18-30'; quieter resorts with select hotels, self-catering, etc. 

The 'mass-ness' and complexity involved with the production of contemporary tourism can be contrasted 

with the individual and intimate experiences that are actually being consumed. Wh at has emerged over re

cent years is a greater awareness of this amongst the producers of tourism. We can interpret this as symptom

atic of a re-fashioning of modernity; a move to post-industrial/post-Fordist economies where consumption 

no langer follows on from production, but rather drives the production processas consumers increasin~~ 

consume material objects, signs and symbols to extract value meaning, status and social differentiation. 

This more individualized demand for tourism is mainly resulting in two trends. 

Oynamic Packaging 

Like almast any other market, the Internet is a lso changing the tourism and travel industry. The on-line flight

.E ticket sa les are booming and most low-cost airlines will only sell tickets over the Internet. 

~ Samegoes for hotel-bookings, car-rental and travel insurances. 
Cl 
::J a. 
c 

::::> 
On-line travel agencies are now more and more combining all these different actions into one customized 

package with technique called Dynamic Packaging. While the traditional package holiday was available on 

the Internet for years, the product affered was still inflexible. 

Dynamic Packaging uses the latest web-techniques to combine the databases of airlines, hotels, car rentals 

and other travel businesses to give customers an infinite amount of options for each item on their travel itin

erary. A customer provides a place and datefortheir holiday and the websites provides, insteadof the usu al 

selection of fixed packages, a wide choice of hotels and flights for different prices. Once the des i red combina

tion is settled, the website goes through car rental options, insurance possibilities and other add-ons such as 

city tours, parking, room-upgrades, entrance tickets to museums or themeparks and for instanee diving les

sansortennis courses. In the end the customer will have a complete, tailor-made package for an all-inclusive 
. 19 

pnce. 

Niche Tourism 

Next to the demand fora more specialized and personal package holiday, more and more people want to 

~ have a different holiday altogether, in a counterpoint to ma ss tourism. Th is wish has emerged in recent years 

E through the concept of'niche tourism: lt implies a more sophisticated set of practices that distinguish and 
~ 
c 
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~ differentiate tourists.ln a globalising world of increasing sameness, niche tourism represents diversity and a 
·e 
Q. way of makinga difference.lt plays on the pejorative connotations that have accompanied the evolution of 
c: 
~ ma ss and package tourism and their, often cited, negative impacts in relation to environmental degradation 
~ 20 
~ and social-cultural disturbance. 
(!) 

The tourists, as consumers, have developed increasing levels of expertise and experience of being tourists. 

They are a lso increasingly sophisticatedintheir needs and preferences, and similarly adept to ensuring that 

their needs are met. Also, since consumption is a mean of creating social bonds and distinction, the choosing 
21 

of a holiday destination can a lso be seen as part of identity-making. 

The emergency of niche tourism is closely related to this desire to express identity. 

And, comparable with Dynamic Packaging, the niche-market in general is thriving with the Internet. 

Because of certain limitations in ways of offering products, the entertainment-industry in general has so far 

always de livered products that were suiting the average consumer. A record store has a limited amount of 

space and can only carry cds that will at least sell for instanee twice a year, a cinema has to fill up its seats with 

1500 people every two weeks to be profitable and a traditional bookstore has limited amount of shelf space. 

Next tothese logistic limitations are physicallimitations. The amount of broadcasts sent via radiosignals is 

limited. So is the amount of networks through a tv-cable. And above all, there are only 24 hours in one day. 

Since these limitations are at hand, the offered material needs to be satisfying fora large amount of people to 

be profitable. Therefore, the products are meant to soothe the average pub lic. 

But with the arrival of the Internet, these limitations were being overthrown. Of course, online booksellers still 

2 have their hits, because the hit is a common social phenomenon.lf you compare salesfigures of an average 

~ American bookstore with those of an on-line bookseller like Amazon, you would see that for the first 130.000 
Ol 

g> books, the ones that the store would have on its shelves, sa les would be the sa me as with Amazon. The difa. 
:5 ference lies inthefact that Amazon doesnotstop at 130.000 books and even gets more than half of its sa les 

figures from books outside of the Top 130.000. With these statistics you could say that the market for books 

that are NOT in store is bigger than the market for books available at your local bookseller. Samegoes for the 

on-line music sa les. The overall curve of the on-line sa les are comparable to the sa les of a regular record store. 

You would see a peak in very popular songs and then slowly going downwards to the limitation of what the 

record store has to offer, around 40.000 songs. But the on-line store does notstop at 40.000 songs. The curve 

goes on to a tenfold of that. Even the last song in the Top 400.000 gets a customer. Al most every song that is 

put in the on-line library will find their way toa customer. 
22 

Playing a huge role in this "long tail" concept is the phrase Web 2.0, referring toto a supposed second-

generation of lnternet-based services, such as social networking sites, wikis (User-generated content), com

munication tools, and folksonomies ("tagging"), letting people collaborate and share on-line information in 
. 23 

previously unavailable ways. 

· One aspect of Web 2.0 is user-based comments with product reviews on websites. For instanee the feature in 

Amazon.com that "People who bought this book, a lso bought...'; or the "similar art i st" -options in music (sales)

websites. An example could be that through a hit-artist like Britney Spears, you would see Pink as a similar 
Q; 
~ artist. Clicking through could give No Doubt as a next stop and there it says "influenced by" and you would be 

~ guided to an obscure 80s British ska-band called Selecter. In three mouseclicks you are surfing the long tail of 
m o3s 





~ this on-line music business and discover music that would hardly be available at your local record store. 
·e 
o.. Since these kinds of media are experience-based a link can be made with the tourism industry. Within the 
c:: 
~ changetoa consumer-driven, rather than product-driven market, there is still the difficulty of demand.lf 
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we see consumers of niche-tourism in the light of smali-scale independent and/or long-term traveilers we 

could say that their itinerary is very much word of mouth-based. Travelling without a real itinerary makes one 

interested in other peoples experiences and alter possible destinations because of recommendations and 

suggestions through conversations or hostel guestbooks. 

Here possibilities are surfacing with services provided in Web 2.0. 

The web-log is virtually inseparable from anyone who is doing a long trip. Traveliers are writing down experi

ences and whether those are recommendable or not. 

Next to this are community-websites like MySpace, where people create, from a given standard, their own 

personalized homepage. Within this profile page users can interact with other users and become members of 

so called MySpace Groups, in which users recognize a personal favour. 

All these factors make it easy for different niche products to get recognized, coming from astrong identity 

providing value. 

The way Amazon is handling its recommendations could be a possible formatfora website concerning niche 

tourism. A wide range of these niche forms of tourism combined with an al most intinite number of places to 

visit, this niche tourism-website could be developed based on recommendations of people who have visited 

certain places in the pastand provide information on comparable highly specialised destinations. 
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Regained Awareness 

~ Recent research has shown that 50% of London children do not know where the milk they drink comes from. 
-6 24 
~ Similar surveys in Amsterdam have a comparable outcome. A remarkable result, but a lso very typical for the 

current state of affairs concerning food production. 

Traditionally, for over thousands of years, food production could be divided into two activities: on the one 

hand growing crops and keeping livestock in a labour-intensive agriculture and on the other hand the acqui

sition of raw and minimally processed ingredients by individuals or families in order toprepare fortheir own 

consumption. A large percentage of the population was involved in farming and many people actually fed 

themselves from field to plate. 

But over the last 150 years, technologicaland cultural changes have developed a modern food industry 

basedon mechanization and biochemistry rather than hu man or animal Iabour. Through these technolo

gies food is raised, manipulated, preserved and moved around, very much resulting in a global phenomenon. 

Parts, products, materia Is and processes are transported around the world to maintain the food industry. 

Comparable to the 'massness' of the tourism industry, a growing demand for cheap food has transformed 

food production into a massive industry using assembly-line processes. Combined with the fact that only a 

minority of the current population is working in agriculture, this results inthefact that consumers are more 

and more disconnected with the sourees of our existence.lt becomes harder to real ise that an animal has 

been killed for the piece of meat in the plastic tray in the supermarket 

"My grandfather once taught me how to slaughter a chic ken. To kil I an animal for food has to be done proper-

.S ly. The modern consumer has totally lost that awareness. The consumer doesnotwant to know what happens 
~ 25 
"' in a slaughterhouse." says former Dutch Minister of Agriculture Cees Veerman. 
Cl 

~ What actually does happen in a slaughterhouse is beautifully displayed in the documentairies Our Daily 
:::) 

Bread and We Feed The World, both showing multiple a spects of the contemporary food-industry. We Feed 

The World focusses on the politica!, environmental and sociologkal impact of various processes, while Our 

Daily Bread is a totally straightforward observation of different assembly line techniques in food production. 

Without any commentary or interviews it leaves the audience in an al most state of shock, free to form their 

own ideas. The film makes it very clear that the wish for cheaper and more food had to result in Fordist and 

Taylorist techniques entering the arena of food production where low costand high efficiency transform liv

ing and breathing organisms into industrialised products. 

The transformation of living organisms into industrialised products has gone so far that a wide range of 

products and by-products coming from, for insta nee, a pig are used for al most unthinkable purposes. Dutch 

designer Christien Meindertsma is currently working on a publication showing the multitude of productsin 

which pig-related material is used. These products include matches, candy, ceramics, soap, bio-diesel and am

munition. 

Utilising everything coming from one animal is of course a principle that has been common practise in smali

scale farm-life for centuries, but Meindertsma's research shows that introducing maximum efficiency and 

a; cost-reduction in the process squeezes the pig in a way that literary everything is used and, more important, 
a. 
~ in a extremely wide range of products. 
:.: 
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The Mouse That Roared 

·~ In the movie"The Mouse Th at Roared'; released in 1959, Peter Sellers plays the rol es of Grand Duchess, Prime 
" ~ Minister and Grand Constabie OfThe Armed Farces of the independent Duchy of Grand Fenwick. This tiny 

but prosperous nation, set in the High Alps, borders France and Switserland, with a total surface area of 15 3/4 

square mil es. Founded in 1430 by Sir Roger Fenwiekit is the smallest country ontheface of the globe. The ap

parently poor but honest British baronet"took a fancy to the neighbourhood and moved in':The ma in income 

of the nation comes from the export of Pinot Grand Fenwick, especially to the United Stat es. Problems ar i se 

when a Californian winery has started producing Pinot Grand Enwick, a copy of the original Fenwiek product, 

crippling the only souree of income for the small Duchy. 

This triggers Prime Minister Count Rupert Mountjoy to suggest declaring war on the United States. Partly 

because diplomatic ways are excluded, Fenwiek has never officially recognized the United States, but more 

important, especially in postwar Europe, the Prime Minister is convineed that when this war will be lost the 

US will send in "food, machinery, clothing, technica! aid and lots and lotsof money"for the re lief of its farmer 

enemies. 

Aft er the declaration of war has been send to the United States, an army of twenty men, under guidance of 

Grand Constabie Tully Bascombe is sailing to New Vork to invade the country with a guidebook(!), be arrested 

when entering the country and in this way immediately lose the war. 

But when arriving in New Vork, the city is deserted due toa military drill concerning the invention of a new 

weapon of mass destruction, the Q-Bomb . 

.S Constabie Bascombe stumbles across the lab with the Q-Bomb, its inventor and his daughter. He decidesl on 
" ~ his own initiative, to take all back to Fenwick. 
rn 
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On the way out he a lso captures a generalandsome policemen, and as victors the Fenwickian army heads 

back to Europe. 

Back in the Duchy, the victory comes as a surprise. Expected to be invaded by the US Army, the bomband the 

POWs bring unforeseen problems and world attention to the small country. 

But in the end the bomb does make way fora peace-treaty betweentheUS and Fenwick, consisting of the 

point that the Californian Pinot Grand Enwick mustbetaken of the market, a million dollars ("Vou must 

mean a billion ?!" replies a negotiator) and the bomband professor will stayin the Duchy. The bomb will be 

dismantled and the professor will help develop a Pinot Grand Fenwiek flavoured chewing gum, of courso to 

be exported to the US mar ket. The professoragrees to this, si nee his daughter and the Grand Consta bie, who 

now turned Prime Minister, are planning on getting married. 
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Introduetion 
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~ The idea of creating a self-sufficient, secluded community is of coursenota new one.ln religion, idealism, 
~ film and art it is a returning topic and multiple examples can be found on how this idea is realized.These 
<!) 

examples can be physical, tietion al or virtual, but all examples show a des i re of people to be in a world of their 
own.ln this part I will go through some examples on self-sufficient or autarkie communities and finally define 
three principles that will helpmedefine the plan for the Unplugged lnn 

Secluded communities in history 

Throughout history there has been a great desire of people to try create a separate community and to be 
self-sustaining within this community.ln early days thema in reason for this life in separation was usually sub
missiontoa greater power. Monasteries had a tendency to be created in very inaccessible pi aces and extreme 
environments. Le Mont Saint-Michel is a great example of a place that was half of the time inaccessible due to 
ti dal changes. The Greek monasteries of Meteora arebuildon rock towers, which used to only be accessible 
by baskets on a rope. Originally the monks used to live in caves, but Turkish accupation made religious life too 
uncertain to stay within reach of the ruling oppressor. So builders would climb the rock towers until a point 
where they just could bring material up and then start building the monastery. Nowadays roads, pathways 
and steps have made it easier to reach the tops of the rocks. 
Another example concerning religion is the Monastery of Sa int Catherine in the rocky desert of South Si na i. 
The monastery is set at the foot of Mount Si na i, where Moses is said to have heard the Lord speaking from 

~ a burning bush, revelating the Ten Commandments. The bush is now enshrined in the Monastery that was 
~ originally build in the year 337. 
Ol 

.a_ Some of the most interesting monasteries are of the Carthusian order, the Order of St. Bruno. Founded in 1084 
c: 

::::> near Chartreuse in the French Alps, the order combines eremitical and eenobitic monastic life, creating a com-
munity of hermits. A hermit is a person who lives tosome degree in seclusion and/or isolation from society, 
the eremitic life. The eenobitic tradition in monasticism, on the other hand, stresses community life. The com
bination of the two results in a life where the monks spend most of their timeintheir own celland only meet 
three times a day for certain prayers and for Sunday dinner. Because of this eremiticallife, the private cells are 
modest but generous. They mostly consist of two floors and house a bedroom, a small workshop, a study and 
a private garden for herbs and flowers. 
Like the Benedictines, the Chartusian monks were obliged to work, but they had to do this intheir own cell 
and garden.lt was therefore necessary to institute a separate organization of lay-brothers to supply the mate
rial needs of the monastery. 
Because of this organization, the Carthusian monasteries consistedof three areas. The cloister with the indi
vidual cells, a group of community buildings such as the refectory, the church and the library, and finally the 
area where the lay-brothers would see to the needs of the monastery, receive guests and most of all, shield 
the monks from the outside world. 
lt is because of this third sphere, that strict seclusion could be guaranteed regardless the location of the mon
astery.There are Charterhouses in the mountains, in valleys, villages, near large towns and even within town 

~ walls. 
~ Today there are still 24 Carthusian monasteries in use around the world. 
:§. 
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~ The monastery seems a lso to be the underlying organisation for Utopia byThomas More. Utopia is 16th 
~ centuryworkof tietion describing an ideal society. The story a bout the society is told by Raphael Hythloday 
.Q (Greek for"peddler of nonsense") and describes its religious, social and politica I customs. Although the term 
iii 
-5 Utopia has the modern connotation of a perfect, yet ultimately unreachable, society, the description by More 
~ 
(!) is notfora perfect society.lt tries, by showing the contrast between the politics of the imaginary land and the 

politics of his own day, to create a discussion a bout social issues in Europe. 
The imaginative character of Utopia is enhanced by the u se of various Greek na mes that indicate workof fic
tion. Prime example is of course the word Utopia itself, derived from the Greek "ou" (non) and "topos" (place), 
making it "no place':Vet the initia! "u" could a lso be derived from "eu" for "good': Utopia is therefore a good 
place which is no place. A lso a river called Anyder, coined from the Greek for"waterless'; people called the 
Polylerites, polus (much) and leros (nonsense), and finally a neighbouring island whose inhabitants are Acho
rians, from "a-"(without) and "chorus" (place/country). 

34 
The society has significant resemblance toa monastic organization. "As fortheir dot hing, I say, each house-

35 
hold makesits own': The dothing is uniform for allages throughout the island and indicates only sex or 
marital status.lt is describes as not unappealing to the eye, with great treedom of movementand adapted to 
heat or cold. Next to uniform dothing is the strict time schedule."Dividing the day and night into twenty-four 
equal hours, they devote only six to work, three befare noon, when they go to lunch.After lunch they take 
two hours of rest in the afternoon, then three more given over to work, after which they have dinner. Count
ing the first hourafter noon asending at one o'dock, it is eight o'dock when they go tobed.Sleep takes up 

36 
eight hours" . Time in between work, meals and sleep are devoted to intellectual activities. As a final ex-
ample of manast ie reference is the fa ct that Utopians eat together. Every blockof houses has its own spacious 
hall where thirty families eat their meai."Though no one is prohibited from eating at home, still no one does 

_s it willingly, for it is not considered proper and it would be foolish to go to the trouble of pr
3
)Paring an inferior 

~ meal at home when a splendid and sumptuous one is ready and waiting in a hall nearby." 
Ol 
Ol 
:::J 
a. :3 Another reference to secluded mmmunities is the Caravanserai.Though not sustaining a long term com-

munity, the buildings are places aften in the great wide open where traveilers and merchants could rest and 
reeoverforma day's journey. Caravanserais supported flowsof people, commerce and information across 
the networkof trade routes in Asia, North Africa and South-Eastern Europe. The lay-out of a caravansera i was 
typically a rectangular building with a square and a walled exterior.There was usually one single portal big 
enough to let large and heavily laden beasts enter. The courtyard was al most always open to the sky and 
surrounded by a number of identical stalls, bays, niches or chambers for the merchants, their servants, animals 
and merchandise. 
Caravanserais provided water for hu mans, anima Is, washing and ritual purposes. Finally there was a possibility 
for merchants todeliver their goods in shops present in the building. 

In Vemen, situated in total isolation in Vemen is the city of Shibam. Placed on a mound next toa wadi, the city 
is one of the finest examples of mud-architecture in the Middle East. Shibam is aften called the oldest sky
scraper-city in the world. Reason forthese day, 5 to 9 story buildings seems to be the flooding of the nearby 
wadi . After several floodings, the city had to be reallocated to the highest available ground. Th is highest 
ground was a mound in the valley. The plan of the city indicates careful design with its more of lessparallel 

t streets crossing each other at right angles. Th is means the city was probably rebuild as a wholewhen aflood 
~ severely damaged or destroyed the original buildingsof the city. And because of the horizontallimitations i of the mound, the only available room for expansion was the sky. Th is height is reaches all in mud-brick, with 
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~ walls tapering on the outside from slightly less than 1 meter at the bottorn to 30 cm at the top . 
. ê 
0.. 

g Finally, earlyin the twentieth century Jews in the pre-lsrael era would settie intheir claimed promised land 
·~ 

-6 between the Jordan river and the Mediterranean by setting up kibbutzim to live in and transfarm the sur
~ 
~ rounding arid land into fertile farm land. 

Combining socialism and Zionism, the kibbutzim are a unique lsraeli experiment. Sociallife in these settle
ments would be totally focused on the community. Passession was communal and the principle of equality 
was taken extremely serious up until the 1970s. Kibbutzniks (inhabitants of the Kibbutz) did not individually 
own ani mals, tools, or even clothing. Gifts and income received from the outs i de we re turned over to the 
common treasury, and hours-long debates could be held over the acceptance of a service (as a gift) by an 
individual member. Children in this case posed a certain problem.lf kibbutzniks owned everything together, 
then whowas in charge of the children? Their salution was regarding the children as belonging to all, even to 
the point of kibbutz mothers breastfeeding ba bies which were not their own. Further practise of raising the 
children would be communally organized in special communities called "Mossad Hinuchi"(Children's Societ
ies). The theory was that trained nurses and teachers would be better care-providers than amateurs parents, 
alsofree children from the Oedipus-complex and finally release parents from their duty to discipline, thus 
providing a better relationships between parents and children.Aiso mothers would be released from their 
"biologica! tragedy':lnstead of spending hours a day raising children, they now could befree to workor enjoy 
leisure. 
As an example of the communal factor of the sociallife, the kibbutz dining halls would only have benehes to 
sit on. Not for reasans of costor convenience, but the benehes were considered to be a nother way of ex press
ing communal va lues. Some kibbutzim a lso would en courage husbands and wives not to sit together, as 

38 
c: marria ge was a kind of exclusivity . 
.E 
~ In the kibbutz, people would receive assignments from elected leaders, communicated through assignment 
~ sheets. They a lso attempted to rota te people into different jobs, so everyone would share in every kind of 
ëi ::5 work, although this made it difficult to specialize. 

The first Kibbutz, Degania, was set up in 1909 near the Sea of Galilea.lts founders would become the apostles 
of agriculture and socialism for newer kibbutzim, and with this enormously help the establishment of the 
state of lsrael. Rising from 12 Kibbutzim in 1920 to 214 in 1950 and steadily growing to 270 in 1990, both the 
number of Kibbutzim and kibbutzniks is declining si nee. Living has become far less communal and only 15% 
of members are working in agriculture. One of the major reasans for the end of complete communallife was 
the fa ct that energy was becoming more scarce and therefore more expensive. When energy was "free" mern
bers would leave their air-conditioning running constantly. More expensive energy meant that individual 
measurements were needed, which started in the early BOs. Having kibbutzniks pay fortheir energy usage 
required that they actually would have personal money, hence the return of private accounts. 
The majority of the dining halls are now pay as you go"a la carte';and Kibbutzim are becoming more and 
more businesslike, with some~rossing $100-$300 million a year. Kibbutz Shamir even houses a Nasdaq-listed 
company in optica I products. 
Less on the communal si de of life we re the later established Moshavim, in which life would be more con
centrated on the individual families. Major farm purchases and marketing would be done collectively, but 
persona llives we re entirely private. As a result, the first Moshav, Nahalal, was set up in a concentric way, where 

êii public buildings are in the centre, homesteads in the surrounding circle, farms in the outer ei rele and the 
E" individual fields and gardens radiating from the outer ei rele. Moshavim are much less famous than Kibbutzim, 
~ but they have always been more numerous and popular than kibbutzim. 
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Motion Pictures and TV-series 

~ Also in motion pictures and tv-series, the portrayal of secluded mmmunities or the creation of'own worlds' 
::> 

~ is a frequently returning subject. There have been several examples of stories happening in places that are 
'-' either standing on itself, for instanee aftera (global) di sa ster, or places that are created for the sole reason of 

being disconnected from the outside world. 

Early examples like Gilligan's lsland show a group of people stranded on an uninhabited island aftera 
shipwreck and trying to survive there. Similarly, the tv-series 'Lost' shows the survivors of a plane crash on an 
apparent deserted island. When the primary hope for rescue is fading, the group sets up camp on the beach, 
starts hunting foranimals and even begins growing crops. Aft er a while though, people notice they are nat 
the only ones living on this particular island and gradually find out several other groups or individuals staying 
there as well, all more or less living a life separated from any outside world. 
In Easy Rider, a raad movie a bout two bikers driving from Mexico to New Orleans, thema in characters piek up 
a hitchhiker who turns out to be the member of a commune. The drive him there and agree to stay a few days. 
The life in the commune appears to be hard. City-hippies have difficulties growing their own crops and turn 
to prayer for blessing of the new erop. The commune is a lso visited by a traveling group of actars that "sings 
for its supper': 
Global disasters and accompanying aftermaths are shown in bath the Mad Max-trilogy and Waterworld. 
Mad Max is set in a post-apocalyptic, dystopian Australian desert landscape where several different com
munities are trying to stay a live. The second film shows a group of modern nomads whohave set up camp at 
an oil refinery and tries to defend its settiement against intruders desperate for oil.ln the third Mad Max-film 

~ there are two major places of conduct, bath representing a different secluded community. The movie starts at 
! Bartertown, an autarkie community in the desert where people from all around gather totrade goods and to 
Cl % enjoy various amenities. Electricity, vehicles and other kinds of unthinkable technologies in the past-apoeal-
e 

=> yps are available in the town. The energy for all this co mes from a methane refinery fueled by pig feces. These 
pigs are living underground and the electricity is generated through an old tractor-motor. 
After the tilm's protagonist is being exiled from Bartertown, hegets picked up by a group of children who, 
aftera plane crash, have set up a tribal community in a sheltered desert oasis, waiting fora messianic saviour. 

In the 1995 movie Waterworld, we see a future earth that is al most completely covered with water. Surviv-
ing hu mans have forgotten the pastand believe the earth was created in a giant deluge, although there is a 
myth of an existing Dryland. Several different groups of people inhabit the earth, all on boats or other floating 
objects. Besides traders and pirates, most people are Atol! Dweil ers, who live in large floati ng constructs called 
atolls. These atolls are protected centers of life, heavily guarded and ciosest to normalland in the all-covering 
ocean. They have supplies, bars, trade and even some vegetation. On the other hand, these atolls are so much 
on themselves that inbreeding is prevalent. This is why thema in character is asked to impregnate one of the 
wo men on the atoll he visits, in exchange for all the supplies he needs. He refuges, gets arrested, escapes with 
the wo man and eventually finds Dryland as a deserted island with some signs of farmer inhabitants. Tagether 
withothers they have met on their journey to Dryland they start a new civilization on the island. 

~ A lso trying tostart his own civilization is Danny Wallace in the BBC2 series "How tostart your own country': In 
~ six episodes Danny is trying to find out what it takes to begin your own country. He does this by on the one 

:~ 
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~ hand visiting existing micronations and newly set-up communities, and on the other hand actually starting 
!_ his own country. After having tried various places, mostly island, he decides tostart his own country in his flat 
.§ in East London. He chooses aflag, records a national anthem, writes a constitution and assembles a parlia-
ëü 
:::l 

"C 
~ 
e" 

ment. 
In the end his country, called "Lovely'; has its own money, tri estoenter the Eurovision Song Contest and now 
even has more citizens than the Vatican. 

As a last example, and a conneetion with tourism, are the movie and novel "The Beach':Set in backpacking 
Thailand, the ma in character Richard is travelling with the intention of finding a experience totally different 
from the life he is used to. While in Bangkok, he hears a bout an is land in the Gulf ofThailand that is supposed 
to be pure paradise, but a lso mainly considered mythical. On this island a group of traveilers has set up a 
secret community, leaving behind their former lives. While initially not believing the stories, Richard meets 
somebody whoclaims to be a former inhabitant of the island whodraws him a map of how to get there. 
Richard decides to go and invites a coup Ie he meets in his hostel. They find the island and get eventually ac
cepted by the community, but a lso they have given the map to fellow traveilers on the way there. Things go 
horribly wrong when these others travelers come to the island and it does nat take long before the Beach has 
to be abandoned and the mythical paradiseis gone. 
Although the islanders try to be self-sustaining, through fishing and growing crops, every once in a while a 
so-called"Rice Run"has to be conducted.This means sailing toa nearby island to get supplies that are not 
available on their own island. While the name implies getting rice, most of the community-members espe
cially want commodities like batteries, shampoo and razorblades. The "Rice Run"is nota very wellliked assign
ment, not only because of the hu ge listsof things to buy, but mainly the fa ct that paradise has to be left fora 

c: visit to the outside world, a place they desperately try to forget . 
.E 
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Contemporary examples 

~ Whether fictional, historica!, realized or not, a desire fora creation of an own, self-sufficient world is still ever 
"0 

~ existing. The reason for this des i re can change from science to art, from ecology to having no choice and from 

utopia to opportunity. 

Biosphere 2 

A glass and steel structure covering 1,25 hectare, Biosphere 2 was an artificial, closed ecological system in the 

Arizona desert. Within the structure seven complete ecosystems were created to mirror those appearing on 

the earth, including an ocean, a desert, a savannah, a rainforest, a marsh, an area of intensive agriculture and 

a hu man habitat.lt was used totest whether people could live, work and carry out scientific experimentsin a 

closed biosphere. lt also explored the possibility of using closed biospheres inspace colonization and within 

this artificial environment tests could be done to manipulate a bios ph ere that would not harm theEarth's 

biosphere. 

In total, two long-term experiments were done in the history of Biosphere 2. The first, from 1991 to 1993, was 

successfully in gaining experience for future experiments, but was a failure in the sense that both oxygen and 

production of crops were not sufficient to satisfy the eight inhabitants. Thema in reasens for this were firstly 

the fact that the weather in the particular period was unusually overcastand secondly the supporting beams 

of the glass structure would block significant amount of light needed for photosynthesis. 

E A second closed experiment started on March 6, 1994, initially forten months but lasted only si x due to 
"0 

~ finance and management problems. Recently, the Biosphere 2-complex was sold toa developer who is using 
Ol 

-à the 650 hectares site to build a planned community. 
c 

:::::> 

Art & Architecture 

For artists and architects, creating an own world, far away from others or under self invented rul es has always 

had great attraction. During the twentieth century, some great examples of more or less remote mmmunities 

have been developed by all sorts of artists. 

Taliesin West 

After having worked on two projects near Phoenix in the Arizonian desert, the Biltmore Hoteland the San 

Marcos-in-the-Desert Hotel, Frank Lloyd Wright decided this area would be, at least during winter, the home 

of his newly established Taliesin Fellowship. Wright had lived in the desert to workon the San Marcos hotel, 

for which he set up a temporary camp named Ocatilla where he and his staff would do the design for the 

hotel. Unfortunately, because of the stock market collapsein 1929, workon the project was brought toa halt 

:;; and Wright did notreturn to Arizona. Ocatilla did notlast a nother season, due to fire and neighbours taking 
a. 
E away what was left. 
~ 
:ê. 
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~ Al most eight years later, a ge seventy, Wright, accompanied by his wife and some thirty apprentices placed 
·e 
c.. sleeping bags and rudimentary camping equipment on the Arizona desert floor at the foot of McDowell 
c:: 
~ Mountains.They began clearing the ground, building temporary shelter and preparing the site for the erec-
:::J 
u 
~ 
(!) 

ti on of a new building. 

Wright had bought and leased some 300 acres for starters, but would increase this amount to the 600 acres 

now in possession by the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation. 
40 

Wright described the site for the building the top of the world , with a panorama of the desert across the 

southern horizon and an outlook over the Salt-Gila River Valley. 

As wellas topographical aspects, Wright took into account the ethnographical a spects of the site, previously 

inhabited by the Hohokam.To fit in with the surroundings, he made several references to naturalobjects and 

phenomena, but a lso aligned the building with cultural traces found on the site. The building was more an 
41 

issue of crienting than of siting. 

The campitself is originally a low-lying one-story mega-structure composed of distinct and quasi indepen-
42 

dent units linked by a platform, terra ces, walkways and bridges. In a larger picture, Taliesin West is a journey, 

starting long befare you arrive at the actual site. Changes in level, angels of view, sightings of naturalland-
43 

marks, a multiplicity of guideposts make the complex part of the larger whole, the landscape. 

AVL Vi/Ie 

In 2001 Dutch artist Joep van Lieshout realised AVL Villein the Rotterdam harbour. As areaction to the over

c:: regulated Netherlands Van Lieshout created an autonomous, self-sustaining place where everything was 
E 
~ possible. AVL-Ville had its own flag, constitution and money, and created an atmosphere where everything 
Cl 

.[ is possible and where art was constructed on a daily basis.The art was ranging from producing its own food 

:5 and energy, to houses, objects and mobile buildings. Nat art to simply look at, but to live with, to live in and to 
. 44 

à> 
a. 
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l1ve by. 

Several functions in the AVL-Ville included the Atelier itself, the restaurant Hall of Delights, an experimental, 

biologica! mixed city farm called AVL-Agro and finally the AVL-Academy and AVL-Transport. 

In the end the treestate was closed because of the (municipal) regulations it fought against, both concerning 

alcohol and fire-arms. 

In recent years Van Lieshout's has had a shifted focus on autarky and self-sustainability combined with an 

interest in certain systems in society. Slave City is an up-to-date concentration camp basedon the newest 

management insights and made out of the latest technology. The city has 200.000 inhabitants and a net 

profit of 7 bil !ion Euro per year.lt knows no rules and regulations concerning laborand maximizes profit 

through suppression, control and efficiency. Hu mans are considered resources. They work 7 hours every day 

on tele-services, then 7 hours on the fields or in workshops and the remaining time is for sleep, education and 

other necessities. Slave City is a self sufficient green town that does not use or waste the worlds resources and 

does notproduce any waste material because of efficient recycling. 

lt is interesting to see that the shift by Van Lieshout is a shift from one state of exception toa nother state of 

exception.The treestate where everything is possible to fight against over-regulation by law, toa Slave City 

~ where inhabitants, called participants, have lost all their individual rights and only serve the purpose of the 
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-~ Finally, a small project by Dutch architect Ton Matton called Sabbatical Cells offers people a place within his 
::J 
." 

"' (5 
house and office (he is currently located in Germany) to go on sabbatical. The building is an old school and 

featuresits own vegetable garden, satellite Internetand tries to combine a cultural meeting place with the 

Autarkie House he created with Schie2.0. 

Ecovillages 

As a reaction to the ongoing growth of world population and the consequences this growth has for both the 

environment and theearth's natura I resources, eco-villages are becoming an increasingly popular alternative. 

Possible in either rural or urban environments the principles by which an eco-village is defined are human 

scale and a full-featured settiement with hu man activities harmlessly integrated into the natural world. This 

integration is done in a way to support a healthy hu man development and can be continued into the indefi

nite future. 

People living in eco-villages tend toshare social, spiritual and ecological va lues, and have chosen an alterna

tiveto centralized water, electricity and sewage systems. Other aversions include the destruction of natura I 

habitat, the sprawl, industrialized farming and an over-reliance on fossil fuels. 

An example much referred to is theeco-village of Gaviotas in the Colombian eastern savannah, the llanos, set 

c: up in 1971 by Colombian visionaries and technicians. The choice of place wasbasedon the fa ct that someday 
.E 
a: the world would become so crowded that humans would have to learn living in the planet's least desirabie 
Cl 
Cl 
::J 
a. 
c: 

:::> 

Q; 

areas."They always put social experimentsin the easiest, most fertile pi aces. We wanted the hardest place. We 
45 

figured ifwe could do it here, we could do it anywhere." The aim was to make Gaviotas a test-ground fora 

new, alternative, inhabitable bio-system."Maybe they should invite people from all over the world and make 
46 

Gaviotas a confluence of cultures, the beginning of a new earthly society" 

Today, 250 people are living and working in Gaviotas, which still is 16 hours away from the nearest major city. 

They have invented their own wind turbines, sol ar collectors that workin the ra in, soil-free systems to raise 

edible and medicinal crops and ultra efficient pumps to tap deep aquifiers. 

Micronations 

Finally, comparable to Danny Wallace in "How tostart your own country" a lot of people have the desire to be 

king and rule over a, mostly fictional, country. 

Basicly, there are two categoriesin this desire for an independent nat ion. Most of the people pretending to 

be a country, whether or not together with others, do this in a fictional environment. lt is a way of getting into 

contact withothers and it is practiced mostly as a hobby. Although fictional and a hobby, still constitutions 

are written, national holidays celebrated, languages invented and most have fully operationallegislature. 

Most of these micronations thrive on the Internet where people can interact more freely and where it is easy a. 
E 
Q) 

~ to set up a virtual base for people togohome to. 
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~ Everybody can apply fora citizenship in Talossa but law requires prospective immigrants to read one on-line 
·e 
a. book a bout Talossa and purchase at least 2 of the 16 others forsale on the nation's Web site. Candidates for 
c: 
~ citizenship must then pass a test on Talossan history, compose an essay titled "Wh at Talossa Means to Me," 
~ 47 
~ and receive judicia I and legislative approval in both parliamentary houses to earn naturalization. 
(!) 

Secondly, some micronations are researching possibilities to settie physically on an existing terrain and es

tablish a country on prefab islands, remote areasof Africa or partially submerged Pacific atolls. The Principal

ity of New Utopia is planningonstarting a nation on a ridge in the Caribbean Sea. People wanting to become 

Charter Citizens can donate 10.000 dollar and let their whole family be invited to become a person of"Good 
48 

Charter': 

In the end some people actually succeed in really establishing their own country on a physicallocation. The 

Principality of Sealand is a country with most of the time less than 10 inhabitants and a total surface area of 

550m2. The leaders of this nation are Prince Roy I and Prince Regent Michael. The Principality was founded 

on the 2nd of September 1967 on an abandoned sea-fort 10kilometers off the coast of the United Kingdom. 

Prince Roy claims independenee onthefact that when he deel a red the nation sovereign the fort was out

side of the territoria I waters and jurisdiction of the UK.It is currently de facto recognized by Germany and 

the United Kingdom. The country has its own passports, stamps, money and football team. The current sole 

souree of income for the nation is their tunetion as Internet data-haven. Upcoming economie development is 

establishing a tourism sector. Starting the 1 st of May, groups of 1 to 5 people can visit and stay overnight on 

c: the Principality, ranging from f 80 per person for one day to f194 fora whole weekend . 
.E 
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Condusion 

g All examples of self-sufficient, secluded or autarkie communities and settlements retlect, to various extend, 

camparabie themes. Through these themes, a framework for the design of Unplugged lnn can befarm ed. 

A theme that is strongly prevalent in most settlements is technology.Through the use oftechnology an au

tarkie life can be maintained.ln some cases, being self-sufficient in sourees of energy is an ideological choice 

(for instanee in eco-villages), it can be the sole purpose of existence (technology being tested in Biosphere 2) 

or because there simply is no alternative. While an eco-village is choosing deliberately for sourees of energy 

that are non-pollutant and renewable, the total isolation of a place such as Gaviotas the usage of camparabie 

technology is out of a far more practical viewpoint. Si nee they are in such enormous isolation it is simply a lot 

easier to use wind- and solar-power than todrag fossil fuels all the way down to the savannah. 

1\lext to energy, others farms of technology need to be used to keep the resort up and running. The complete 

isolation of Unplugged lnn leaves noother choice. 

Technology is the first theme in autarky. 

Secondly, secluded communities always have a certain utopian fee I to them. They are mostly set up, or wished 

for, because of dissatisfaction with the current state of affairs. People are searching for sarnething special, 

sarnething they cannot find withintheir own personal place of existence. Monks live in a monastery because 

the outside world could nat provide the life they wish to lead. Joep van Lieshout sets up AVL Ville to create 

an alternative for the overregulated country he is living in and New Utopia wishes to set up a new country 

.É altogether, a save haven for everybody currently under a corrupt government. 

~ Utopia is therefore the second theme concerning autarky. 
Cl 

~ Finally, myth is strongly represented in when it co mes to autarky and secluded communities. Although closely 
::> 
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related to utopia, the myth can be considered a more intangible theme. Another difference is the fact that 

utopia is more a desire to create a place that is currently non-existent, the myth is moreastrong wish for an 

(un)known existing place. The fact that Richard and his two friends go through great lengths to reach The 

Beach showshow strong a myth can work. 

Myth is the thrid theme in autarky. 

The themes technology, utopia and myth return in every autarkie community.lt is through these themes that 

a salution for Unplugged lnn will be generated. 

Technology wil I serve as the backbone for the plan. Through a quantitative a na lysis the dimensions of the 

resort can be decided. The utopian theme will be used todetermine the architectural organization of the 

design. The myth is then generated through actual u se of the re sart. A combination of the technologicaland 

utopian structure to create the experience of Unplugged lnn. 
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Introduetion 

~ In the final part of this report I wil I explain the design for the Unplugged lnn.l wil I do this by dividing the de-
u 
~ sign into the three themes introduced in the previous part. I will start off with technology and explain all the 

aspects needed to keep the complex up and running. Secondly, I will clarify the design itself and the reasans 

behind the architecture of the structure. Th is is the utopia-theme. 

Finally to introduce the myth into the complex I will teil a fictional travelogue of a person travelling to and 

visiting the Unplugged lnn. 

Technology 

Location 

The location of Unplugged lnn is near the Toshka-project. Th is to ensure the availability of water and accessi

bility for visitors. On the other hand, one wants to intensify the feeling of being in the middle of nowhere. The 

location is therefore chosen as a campromise between the only two physical elements necessary inside the 

resort. On the one hand close to water and on the other being in reach for visitors travelling to the complex. 

Th is location lies between the first branch of the Toshka project and the desert highway connecting Aswan 

with Abu Sim bel. The distance between the branch and the highway is 25 kilometres with Unplugged lnn in 

~ the middle. 
u 
~ The surrounding terrain is virtually horizontal, flat rocky desert. Some incidentsin the landscape include hills 
C» 

~ and large rocks. 
::::> 

Q; 
a. 

Quantity 

The maximum number of people that can stayin the Unplugged lnn is determined by the Dunbar number. 

Anthropologist Robin Dunbar has determined a re lation between the relative size of the neo-cortex and the 

number of individuals in a group of primates. For hu mans, the result of this relation is 150 (147,8). Th is num

ber seemstorepresent the maximum amount of people we can have a social relationship with, knowing who 

a nother hu man is and what their relationship is to us. Dunbar has done extensive research in anthropological 

literature and found out that, for instance, the average number of people in villages in 21 different hunter

gatherer societies worldwide was 148,4. 

Other examples include a religious group called the Hutterites, whoare following a centuries-old rule that 

their colanies should not get bigger than 1 50 inhabitants.lf a colony approaches this number, its leadership 

determines that branching off is necessary and a daughter-colony is born. 

Samegoes for the Gore Associates (Gore-Tex), where a new company plant is set up every time they reach 

1 50 employees. 

~ The number of 150 will be the maximum amount of visitors in the Unplugged lnn. With this we can quantify 
~ 

c: the total needs of the resort and its visitors. 
:5' 
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Food 

The production of food inside the complex is the most important and a lso most visible activity.lt is one of the 

main reasons people come to Unplugged lnn. 

Food in the resort will be vegetarian. Occasionally a chicken or goat can be slaughtered or meat can be im

ported on a smal! scale, but a large-scale production will nothappen in the complex.The main reason for this 

is the earlier mentioned inefficient transformation of vegetation protein into animal protein, which makes it 

necessary to produce a lot of plant-based food for animals, all needing irrigation. 

The vegetarian diet consistsof two ma in components: Staple food and Fruit and vegetables. 

Staple food is at the basis of al most any diet.lt is typically a starchy food of vegetab Ie origin, high in energy 

and can be stored for use throughout the year. 

While being very nutritious, stap Ie food generally does notprovide a full range of nutrients. To prevent mal

nutrition, fruit and vegetables need to be added to complete the diet. 

Stap Ie food derives from cereal (wheat, maize or rice), starchy root vegetables (sweet potatoes or cassava) or 

pulses (peas). 

The yield of the different forms of stap Ie food ranges from 6 ton per hectare for wheat to 12 ton per hectare 

for cassava. The growing period for most of these crops is around 100 days. 

Fora basic calculation of the quantity of food needed in the complex, the daily amount of staple food is set at 

500 gram. For 150 people this equates to 75 kilogram per day and 30 ton per year. 

~ Per erop that is 5 ton per year. Si nee the period of growth is only 100 days, there can be two harvestsin one 

a: year, so the total surface area needed for the crops is 30.935 square meters. 
~ 
a_ The surface area needed for wheat is relatively bigger because it includes the product needed for the chick-
" => ens. 
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Fruit and vegetables complete a daily, well-balanced di et in Unplugged lnn, providing vitamins and other 

vita I nutrients. The daily amount of fruits and vegetables is set at 750 gram per person. 

For 150 people this amounts to 41 ton per year. The yield of fruit and vegetables is considerably larger than of 

staple food, ranging from 20 to 80 ton per hectare. Thema in difference between producing fruit and veg

etables is the growing period. Most vegetables have a growing period comparable tostap Ie food, while most 

fruit need 200 to 300 days to grow. Therefore, the fields needed for vegetables can be halved because of a 

double harvest per year. Another difference within this group is ha bit, officially divided in tree or herb. Of the 

crops chosen, 5 grow on trees and the rest are herbs. Th is difference is important in the finallay-out of the 

plan. 

Animals 

There are two types of animals part of the system inside Unplugged lnn, goats and chickens. 

The temperature is a factor, but the main choke for goats is the fact that they eat almost everything. All 

~ rest-products from the fields that is not used by humans can be fed to the goats. Their digestive system then 
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allows nearly all organic substances to be braken down and used as nutrients. What is notbraken down for 

nutrients ends up as manure and can be, after composting, used as fertilizer on the fields. 

A gaat produces a bout 2 litres of milk per day. The amount of milk used by Unplugged lnn is set at 500 mil

lilitres per person per day, so 36 female goats are kept in the complex. 

Next to goats, chickens are kept for eggs. An average chicken lays 6 eggs per week, resulting in 175 chickens 

totally kept in the complex. A chicken eats a bout 125 gram of wheat per day, totally al most 8 tonsper year. 

This results in doubling the surface area needed for wheat. 

Fertilizer 

The growth of crops at Unplugged lnn is partly possible because of fertilizers. 

Same of the fertilizer is produced by the complex itself. The manure of the animals is saved and through com

posting transformed into fertilizer. Also going into composting is the organic waste the complex produces. 

Through composting, biodegradable organic matter is produced into compost by aerobic decomposition. 

The decomposition is done by aerobic organisms who rely on oxygen fortheir metabolism.lngredients 

needed for composting are carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. 

The sa me principle is used in a composting toilet. Next toa dramatic saving in water-use, the compost mate

rial produced by thesetoiletscan be used in fertilizing the land. The composting toilets needs a tank to store 

the hu man excrements. On average a composting toilet can be used by 4 or 5 people, so 30 to 40 toilets are 

needed. A possible hazard of composting toiletsis the direct contact with improperly or incomplete campos-

e ted human faeces, because it can contain bacteria associated with hu man disease. The waste should therefore 
!: 
:fi not be used as fertilizer befare ensuring it is thoroughly composted. 
Cl 

~ Another fertilizer can be derived from plants commonly knows as leg u mes: lupins, dover, alfalfa. These plants 

5 have a mutually beneficia I relationship with the rhizobia bacteria. One of the prime nutrients for plant growth 

Q; 
a. 
E 

"' ~ 
:~ 
ûl 

is nitrogen, available everywhere since it is, with 79%, the largest ingredient of theearth's air. But as a gas it 

can not be used by plants. At first it was believed that the leg u me plant was deriving nitrogen from the air, 

but in fact the rhizobia bacterie, wholive in smal! nodules on the plants root, take the nitrogen from the air 

and transfarm it into ammonium that is taken in by the plant in exchange for carbonhydrates.The legumes 

plantscan be used as fertilizer adding nitrogen to the composting process, either befare or after being eaten 

by animals. 

Any further fertilizing needed in the complex is imported. 

Water 

Water is, besides humans, the only substantial physical element that needs to be imported into the resort.The 

water is taken from the Toshka irrigation project and pumped to Unplugged lnn through an underground 

pipeline. Th is is to ensure the minimalloss of water by evaporation. 

The vast majority of the water used in Unplugged lnn is for irrigation. Of the total amount of water used per 

year, 40.665 cubic met re, over 90% is used for irrigation. The irrigation-method used is drip-irrigation, which 
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~ is up to 95% efficient indelivering water to the plants. Normally, a bout 1000 millimetres of water is needed to 
~ 
L irrigate one square meter of land. Because of evaporation, the Unplugged lnn needs 1200 millimetres, or 1,2 
c: 

~ cubic metres, per square metre per year. Since not every part of the land is in use all year a relatively smaller 
::J 
Cl 

~ 

' 
amount of water is needed, resulting in the 40.665 cubic metres. The water for irrigation is pumped up the 

water tower and eventually, through gravity, will have enough pressure to reach all the different fields. Be-

ca u se of the enormous evaporation on the location, the water is transported in a closed circuit of tubes and 

pipes. 

Next to irrigation, water is needed for human and animallife in the resort. 

The animals drink around 140 litre per day. Goats drink 2,5 litre per anima I, so 90 litre in total, and chicken 

need around 260 millilitre, a total of 50 litre. On a yearly basis this is 51,1 cubic metres. 

Hu man water-needs can be divided into purified and non-purified water. The total daily consumption in 

The Netherlands is 126,1 litre purified drinking water per person per day, but al most half of the water can be 

saved and a nother 25% can be non-purified water instead.The water that is saved, 59,71itre, is saved through 

the u se of composting toilets and using water saving equipment for showers and sinks. Non-purified water, 

34,4 litre, can be used for cleaning, doing dishes and laundry. Finally, of the 126,1 litre used, only 32,1 litre 

actually needs to bewater of drinking quality, used for hygiene, in the kitchen and of course for consumption. 

The total amounts of purified and non-purified water are 1.758 and 1.878 cubic metres respectively. 

The water purification is done through vapour compression, a method best suitable for purification of these 

amounts of water. The non-purified water is lead into the system and heated into water damp. The damp is 

then compressed and purified water comes out. A system producing 5.500 litres per day uses 145 kWh of 

c electricity. 
E 
al Finally, water used in hygiene, the kitchen, for the dishes and laundry wil I be collected and returned to the 
0> 

~ non-purified water-storage.lt will be returned after going through aso called constructed wetland, an 

5 artificial swamp in which reed is grown.This reed provides, withits roots, sterns and leaves, a substrate u pon 

which micro-organisms can grow. These micro-organisms are responsible for approximately 90% of poll ut-

Water Purification Drip lrrigation 
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ant remaval and waste breakdown.The other 10% is removed by the plant itself.After this process the water 

flows back into the starage and is ready to be used again in the resort. 

Transport 

Local transport to and from the Unplugged lnn is being done by electric SUV. Although the technique con

cerning electric cars is yet to be fully developed, cars and even SUVs are being produced with a range and 

power tochallenge reg u lar gasoline-based cars. A company called Phoenix Motarcars is producing a Sports 

Utility Truck a bie to drive 150 km/hand has a range of 180 to 200 kilometres. Th is is enough to be drive to the 

new centre planned the Toshka project (70 km), Abu Simbel (120 km) or even Aswan (170 km). 

The on-board charger takes 6 hours to fully charge the vehicle, while an off-board high power charger does 

the job in 10 minutes. 

Internet 

The digital conneetion of the Unplugged lnn to the outside world is through a satellite lnternet-connec

tion. Not only is the Internet used for bookings and for residents to stayin contact, it also is a great souree of 

information regarding the production of food on a small scale. Besides this al ready available information, the 

findingsof residents at Unplugged lnn will bestared on an open database making an ever-growing on-line 

handbook on all the different procedures, activities and experiences in the resort. The handbook on water, 

c food and electricity will beat the basis of this on-line manual for Unplugged lnn. Eventually all sorts of in
E 
al formation will be available, ranging from the best time to piek tomatoes, the spot to have the most beautiful 
Cl 

% sunrise, how to actually make cheese from go at milk tothebest recipe with mangos. Th is kind of information 

:5 is the everlasting input visitors give to the resort and will be available worldwide for everybody's use. 

à:i 
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Phoenix SUT 
Charging 
(1 perday) 
40kWh 

Ilium i nation 
12,5 kWh 

Waterpumps 
10kWh 

Laundry 
10kWh 

Additional 
26,3 kWh 



Electricity 

Electricity must very well be the most camman autarkie theme around. The best known sourees of renewable 

energy are wind and sun, bath of which will be used in the resort. 

The largest part of the electricity needed is used for purification of water, nearly 50%. Another large part goes 

to coolinga section of the food starage and 40 kWh is needed fora full charge of a Phoenix 5UT. A total of 500 

5-watt lampsis in the complex, burning 5 hours per day on average, needing 12,5 kWh. Furthermore, 10 kWh 

is reserved for charging products like cameras, music-players and laptops that people bring a long. 

Total u se of electricity is 330 kWh per day. Th is will be generated though wind- and solar-power. The average 

wind-speed in the Western Desert is 6 m/s.At this speed an 18 kW windturbine will produce the daily needed 

165 kWh. Th is turbine will be 30 metres high and has a 15 metres diameter. 

To size a sol ar panel system, it is important to know the amount of Peak Sun Hours. During Peak Sun a total of 

1000 watt per square meter reaches the earth surface. A photovoltaic-module is rated in Peak Watt, meaning 

the amount of watts produced by a PV-module during Peak Sun Hours.lmportant fora year-round system is 

to take the low average of Peak Sun Hours, the daily average during winter period. For southern Egypt the low 

amount of Peak Sun Hours is 6,5 hours. 

The total energy needed by solar power is a nother 165 kWh, or 165.000 Wh. With 6,5 hours of Peak Sun this 

comes to 25.385 peak Watts in si ze. To take into account the innefficiency of the system this value is multi

plied by 1,5. With sol ar panels of 185 Peak Watt, this equates to 206 solar panels on a total surface area of 268 

square meters. 

~ Batteries will be used to temporarily store electricity. 
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~ Material 
ë 
l. 
1: 

~ Thema in materia Is used in the resort are rammed earth, palm-wood and canvas. 
:J 
0 
~ 
~ 

The u se of rammed earth is primarily for environmental and elirnatic reason. 

The scientific name for earth used as a building material is loam, a mixture of clay, silt, sand and larger aggre-
49 

gates such as gravelor stones. Usually, cement is used as a stabilizer to increase its compressive strength. 

When loam is compacted within a framework, it is called "rammed earth': 

The direct environmental benefit of the material is the fa ct that the building material is readily available on 

the construction site. The preparation, transportand handling of loam on site requires onlxl% of the energy 
50 

needed for the production, transportand handling of baked bricks or reinforeed concrete. Excavated soil 

may contain too little clay or too little sand, but even when either is transported from other construction sites, 

it is usually much cheaper than industrial building materials. 

An indirect environmental benefit of the material is the ability to absorb and desorb humidity faster and to 

a greater extend than any other building materia I, enabling it to bal a nee indoor climate. Secondly, rammed 

earth has a great capacity for storing heat. lt absorbs heat during hot periods and releases it in colder times, 

resulting in interior temperatures that differ little from day to night. 

Finally, rammed earth has an intangible quality of providing an enormous calmness inside. The thick walls 

increase the feeling of being inside a larger whole and provide an intensified sen se of place. 

The wood used in Unplugged lnn is palm wood.lt is a relatively new construction mate rial, representing a 

usabie replacement forendangered hardwood. Palm trees are planted in the tropics fortheir fruits. The tree 

~ bears fruit until an age of 70 years, is then considered of no economie value and will be replaced by new trees. 

~ Until now, the trunks have been considered unusable by-products of this process. The harder, high-density 
C> 
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1: 
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part of the wood is suitable for structural purposes such as pillars, beams and floors. 

Finally, canvas is used as balustrade for the walking bridges and it will provide shelter and shadow in the 

pavilions. 
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~ Organization 
5' 
i: 

2 ;; The total amount of people inside the Unplugged lnn is 150. Th is number includes the people whoare run-
" :::> 
~ 

' 
ning the resort. People running the resort can be both employees recruited for the particular job or traveilers 

that have decided to stayin this particular and help out in return for free lodging. Si nee these people are 

most experienced, they will be leading teams appointed to different daily activities. 1 Oo/o of the resort resi

dents is employee. 

The daily activities include of course working the land, sowing seeds and harvesting the crops, but a lso fur

ther in the process, baking bread, making dinner and washing dishes.Aithough farmlife has the connotation 

of being extremely hard and little enjoying, the life in Unplugged lnn is totally focussed on self-sufficiency. Of 

course tasks are being divided, but in the end you will nothave to produce food for mass-consumption.On 

average, per person per day, a me re square metre farmland has tobetaken care of. The rest of the time can be 

used for relaxation, interaction and overall enjoyment. 

A purely autarkie existence is physically and logistically al most impossible, especially in this environment. Th is 

complex translates the autarkie life into the production of crops and being self-sufficient in electricity. Some 

products will have to be imported into the resort. For this, money is needed. A stayin the Unplugged lnn will 

therefore cost money. Th is money will be used to buy items that are not available inside the complex. Strict 

rule in this is that the products bought will have to be bought from the local economy, either in Toshka, Abu 

Simbel or Aswan. 

Through this construction, the Unplugged lnn is not only beneficiary for the local environment indirectly 

~ (very efficient in its use of water, totally independent concerning electricity, zero-emission), it is a lso directly 

al beneficiary to the local people si nee all the money earned by the resort eventually flows to the local econo-
g: 51 a my. 
c 
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Utopia 
Q 

~ In this part, the development of the concept and the architectural organization of the complex wil I be illus-
o 3 trated. 

c 
c 

Concept 

01 

The concept of Unplugged lnn starts with an earth berm. Using the berm, an enclosed space is created. The 

sense of safety increases, but more importantly, the dynamics of activity are framed and notlost in the vast 

nothingness of the desert. Through framing the dynamics, a contrast with the surrounding landscape is es

tablished and a sense of place is created. 

The wall will be build up out of rammed earth. 

02 
Within the wal I, a division is made between individual and collective functions. To increase the function as 

land mark, the complex is both a beacon in the desert and a look-out over the desert. When visitors stayin 

the complex, they willengage in collective activities in the enclosed inner court, but retreat to the individual 

chamber to reg a in the outlook over the desert. The individual compartments will therefore occupy the berm 

to guarantee full view over the surrounding landscape. The barrier of the wall is maintained by keeping the 

outside of the compartments closed at ground level. 

~ 03 
Cl 
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For climatic reasons, the built fabric of the complex needs to be as compact as possible. A compact urban fab-

ric in hot arid environmentscan contribute toa relative "cool-island': Because of the heavy material present 

in the complex, a buffer is created in the extremity of temperature. To maintain compactness while still have 

enough wall to live in, the wal I has to curl in and enclose a smaller surface while keeping the sa me length. 

04-05 

The compact fabric of the complex is combined with the cooling effect of the courtyard. A courtyard in a hot 

elimate wil I hold relatively cool air that enters the courtyard at night. Ou ring the day this air is slowly heated, 

but will rise again in the colder night, while replaced with cooler air from outside. Combine these courtyards 

with vegetation, especially trees, and the air will stay even longer inside the court. The treesitself will have a 

cooling effect through shadow and evapotranspiration. The fruit trees needed in the complex are therefore 

planted inside the courtyards 

06-07 
The different courtyards are shifted around the central communal courtyard to maintain the full view of the 

surrounding landscape. The individual spaces are clustered at the five orchards. 

Q; 
~ 08 
~ In desert environments, most under influence by direct sunlight aretheeast and west façade. The complex is 
:§. 
û5 therefore pushed in at north and south into a rectangular plan to minimize theeast and west façade. 107 
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~ 09 
5" 
t Finally the remaining fruit and vegetable plots are inserted as roof gardens. These green roofs act as a 
c: 
Q temperature buffer for the collective functions in the large communal space. Different functions are placed 
iii 
5 underneath each individual roof. 
~ 
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View from South East 
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Architectural organization 

The organization of the complex is divided in individual and collective spaces. Visitors enter the resort from 

the big wide open at the eastern façade. Here, the earth berm folds inside to create an entrance underneath 

one of the erop-plots. The al most totally enclosed and darkentrance stands in total contrast with the ju st 

completed journey through the open desert. Going through the gate entering the complex, you will first pass 

thema in infrastructure of the resort, which consistsof a system of paths connecting all the collective and 

individual functions. Crossing this path, one entersthema in water reservoir of the resort. A path for the SUT 

runs over the reservoir, flanked by two basins of water. Seemingly floating over the water are 4 blocks. Two of 

these blocks are constructed wetlands and two cabins house water-purification and laundry facilities respec

tively. From the reservoir water will be pumped through the complex, either purified or not, to the different 

shower units, the water-tower and the bath-house. The low ceiling of the bas in gives a feeling of being in a 

cool underground moistly cellar. 

Leaving the water reservoir, the next block houses a small bazaar with the administration, an Internet facil

ity, an exchange library and the SUT parking and charging. Th is bazaar is the most central blockin the whole 

complex. From this block the resort is being kept up and running, activities are distributed and the hand

bock is maintained. Two roof-lights enable lighttoenter and enhance the feeling of being in a bazaar. Going 

further through the bazaar, the next block houses the starage si los. In these si los the harvest is collected and 

partly further processed to usabie products. One of the si los is electrically cooled toen a bie longer storage. 

Another silo is used for composting. Th is silo has extra openings to ensure proper ventilation of the compost-

~ ing materiaL 

~ The lastblockin the central axis of functions houses the kitchen and dining-hall. The dining-hall can be 

6_ al most fully opened to the outside.ln the kitchen meals are prepared, bread is baked orbeer is brewed. The 
c 
=> kitchen is divided in two parts, separating individual and communal use. Breakfast, lunch and in between 

snacks are mostly consumed individually or maybe as a breakfora team. The evening dinner especially is 

meant for the whole resort to enjoy together. Th is axis of functions ends at the largest courtyard of the com

plex. 

Bes i des this ma in line of functions, two secondary axes house more blocks several other functions. The small

er axis houses the animals sta lis. The blockis separated into an area for the goats and one for the chicken. An 

enormous roof-light allows lighttoenter the block. 

The southern axis holds communal functions outside ofthe strict necessity.The first volume next to the 

bazaar is a bar. The material is formed to create a super enclosed, cave-like atmosphere. Within the al ready 

enclosed atmosphere of the complex itself, this space ensures a super cool and disconnected feel. 

In between the bazaar, the bar and the bathhouse lies the forum.ln this forum, large gatherings will happen, 

campfires are build, a goat slaughtered or parting visitors waved out. In the corner of the forum stands the 

resort's windturbine. 

Next up is the bath house. Like the bar, this space creates a very enclosed atmosphere, but now in combina

tion with water. A large bath is flanked by very large and heavy earth columns to create a torest of cool. Light 
~ 
E enters through small openings ju st below the ceiling. Besides this large bath, two smaller volumes both have 
Q) 

~ another bath inside, each having a roof light to let sunlight in. The corridor behind these two volumes has 
~ 115 
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Wind-catchers with PV-panels 
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openings at ground level to let light in from the forum. 

Finally the last roof-garden houses an almast totally open space to tunetion as a sporting facility. Again, roof

light ensure enough lighttoenter the playing field. 

The five courtyards at the ground floor are archards for fruit trees. Around these courtyards are the individual 

spaces. Half of all the 116 apartments open up to the archard on ground level. Within the three most central 

orchards, ramps lead up to the first level op the resort. Directly above all the paths on the ground level is a 

raised level of waoden walking bridges. Th is big waoden plane handles the human and agricultural traffic 

between theerop fields on the first floor and the communal space below. Around the courtyards, the waoden 

paths attach to the apartments to access the second half of the apartments. A total of 9 different crops grow 

in big concrete reservoirs that a lso act as roof for the functions below. Si nee the functions below have dif

ferent heights in ceiling, the reservoirs are all at a different level. Ta over co me this barrier, every field has a 

small pavilion that interacts between the raised waoden plane and the individualerop fields.The harvest is 

collected in the pavilion, taken down to the plane and further transported to the silos.The pavilion acts as a 

gathering place for people working on the field,just to hang out ar to retreat alone. Finally, the pavilion also 

handles the irrigation per field. 

The waoden plane accesses the water tower at the entrance of the resort. Next to holding water, the tower 

doubles as a lookout over the resort on one side and towards the main approach on the other. 

Because the compactnessof the complex could nat be guaranteed withall the crops inside, the fields for 

staple food and leg u mes are placed outs i de of the complex. These field again all have a pavilion to make 

the transition between field and plane. The fields are deliberately placed far outside the complex to ere a te 

c small islands of exile in an al ready very remote place. The feeling of total emptiness will be enhanced in these 
E 
~ pavilions. 
Ol 

.[ As mentioned, the individual spaces are around the fruit-tree orchards. 
c 
:::l These apartments are very generous. All have two levels and a private outside space, be it a balcony, a small 

court, a loggia ar a roof terrace. The entrance of each apartment is slightly shifted backwards to create a small 

porch befare entering the room. The apartments at ground level have a double width on the first floor and 

half goes up toa second floor, while the apartments at the waoden decks start with a half width to open up 

toa full width upstairs. The thick walls and small windows create an enormous sen se of calmand intensify the 

feeling of being inside the earth berm. The different types of outside spaces give the opportunity for guests 

to spend the night in the open. Same even have the chancetosleep under the stars. 

Si neetheup per apartments are very much under influence of direct sunlight, wind catchers are placed on the 

roofsof each upper apartment These wind catchers face the prevailing northern wind and create a natu-

ral ventilation inside the apartment. The wind entering the apartment will flow through, heat up and leave 

through an exit placed at the other end of the room. 

Finally, the toilets, showers and sinks are communal and placed at the corners of the courtyards. Since a com

posting toilet needs a large accessible tank, the toilet itself is placed on the first floor while the tank can be 

accessed on the ground level. The showers on the second floor all have a window to look over the landscape 

while takinga shower. 
:;; 
~ A void through the two floors opens up the space to all three floors. 
~ 
:~ 
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Myth 

~ The final part describing the Unplugged lnn is a fictional travelogue of a recently graduated Architecture-stu-
c 
~ dent to the resort. 

"Finally I finished my studies in Architecture! Eight years of studying, over two years of graduating and a few 

weeksago I arrived ... at last. Long befare being finished I decided that the first thing I would do after graduat

ing was togotraveL The graduating process was pretty tough and kept me from making long trips abroad. 

From a point on I couldn't justify this to myself anymore. 

A few months ago I saw on the Internet an new kind of resort in the Egyptian desert where you could harvest 

your own food. The stories I read where amazing and the few pictures I saw definitely had me very inter

ested.l visited their website and found out that they were near this irrigation project, but still in the middle 

of nowhere! I found out I needed to go to Aswan and there I would be picked up by one of the resorts SUVs.l 

booked a room for after graduating. A few hours later they emailed me with further direction, but we would 

stayin touch for the final rendez-vouz. 

So after garduating I flew to Cairo and stayed for two days to see the usu al. Through some people I met in my 

hosteil found out the best way to getto Aswan was by train through Luxor.lt would only cost me 9 euro to 

get there in first class. The next morning I first checked my email to see where I would meet the people of the 

resort. They said to come to meet at a restaurant called Aswan Moon late afternoon tomorrow.l checked out 

~ of my hostel, said goodbye to the people I met and took the subway to the trainstation. 
"0 

2l, The trainride was pretty good, saw some of the Nile Valley and had a chance to get some sleep. Eventually, 
Ol 
:::J 
ä. 
c: 
:::> 

after 13 hours I arrived in Aswan.lt was pretty late, but I was a bie to get a room at the Nubian Oasis. Walked 

around a little bit, tried to find the Aswan Moon and went to bed. 

The next morning had breakfast at a restaurant on a boatandtook the ferry to an island in the middle of the 

Nile, but then time ca me to go to the Aswan Moon. The ferrylandedal most next to the restaurant, I walked 

off and al ready saw the electric SUV I read about.lnside the restaurant I found a German guy and a French 

coup Ie who ju st left the resort. After the acquaintance Klaus told me we first had to wait fora nother guest 

and that we only could leave early next morning because of the charging of the SUV.It took some six hours 

fora full charge. They would do this at the restaurant and then sleep in a hotel. We decided tomeet again 

later that night and share a meal. 

At the dinner I a lso met the other traveller, a 35 year-old American going to the resort as a langer break from 

work. He planned on staying there for over a month. 

The next morning we met at 6 o'clock to be heading out befare the real heat kicked in. Although only April 

the temperatures could reach over 30 easily.ln June and July that would be up to 40 degrees. We eventually 

left at 6.30 with some supplies for the resort. Every now and then stuff needed tobetaken from the outside 

world. 

:;; The triptook usabout 2 hours. We passed the old and new Aswan dam and sawa glimpse of the Nassar Lake. 
a. 
~ Aftera bout one-and-a-half hour we left thema in road and took a right into the desert. The ground was pretty 
:.:: 
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~ easy to drive on, but still we we re only driving 20 km/h. 30 minuteslater Klaus pointed at the horizon and said 
ê" 
1. that we were al most there.l couldn't really see it immediately, butaftera while a tower rose up at the horizon. 

~ 15 minuteslater we were entering the complex. Outside the resort I sawwaoden bridges run into the desert 
::> 
~ and fieldsof wheat or maize lay at the end of these bridges. We entered the complex under a walking-bridge 
:9 

and a big concrete plane. The entrance itself was a hu ge contrast with the totallightness of the desert we 

ju st spend two hours in. The big doors opened and we drove through the gate. To my right a sawa glimpse 

of some goats befare we drove over the water reservoir. The temperature ins i de the complex was rather 

cool. Klaus parked the car in a small bazaar-likestreet and toldus to check in at the office. Samebody el se 

ca me to help him unload the truck. As we stepped into the office we we re greeted by a girl at the counter. 

As she checked us in I was doubting if she was from Canada or France. When she wanted to show us to our 

rooms samebody ca me in and affered to do it for her. The rooms of the American and mine were pretty close 

together, both at the peaches orchard. The guy showing us the rooms said he would let us settie down and 

affered to comeback in an hour to take us around the resort. As I wentinto my room a certain calmness and 

coolness overtook me. The room was pretty dark, but I kinda liked in this sea of light outside. l went u pstairs 

and saw my bed was in a loggia overlooking the desert.l unpacked my stuff and listentosome mus ie while 

looking into the great open. Aftera while I went to check with Pa ui, the American guy and we talked a bit on 

the porch of his apartment. The guy who showed us to our rooms happened to be from the UK and al ready 

stayed at the resort for more than a month. He was deciding whether he should goor stay and help out in 

the resort more structurally. For now he just had a great timeherebut he didn't know if it would be the sa me 

if he'd become employee. They needed someone though, since the girl who checked us in was going back to 

" Canada. 
E 
al First he showed us the bathrooms and showers and explained a bit a bout the composting toilets. We walked 
Cl l pastour archard and went back to the office at the bazaar. He explained a bout the activities during the day 

:5 and that we were going to be assigned toa team that would be doing various jobs during the week. Next 
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up we walked through the starage si los where I could see some people carrying oranges into one of the 

si los. Behind the si los was the kitchen and dining room. Some people were hanging out at one of the tables 

while others were making bread in the kitchen. After the kitchen we walked past the sporting grounds, the 

bathhouse and the bar. At the mangos courtyard wetook a ramp up and landedon the waoden deck above. 

We walked towards the water-tower and went inside. We climbed up an ca me at a balcony overlooking the 

whole resort. Gary pointedus the different crops growing in the concrete reservoirs and outside the complex. 

Walking back down he said he needed to be in the kitchen and I joined him there. Pa ui was heading back 

to his room to dosome reading. I joined in at the table with people in the dining room, had some lunch 

and heard some amazing stories a bout a job this guy once had. After lunch I checked to see what I would 

be doing next morning and decided to take a dip in the bathhouse.At night I joined in at dinner and met 

some people who arrived just a coup Ie of days befare I did. They said they flew into Abu Simbelandtook 

local transport tothespot where we today left the highway. They were picked up from there. They had to 

wait some time but luckily it wasn't really that hot yet. Dinner was great and afterwards I joined in a game of 

basketbal!, at which I sucked.l decided to go to bed early, try to finish one of my books and prepare for what 

morning would bring me. 
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View towards dining hall 

Forum with wind-turbine 
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At eight o'clock I was supposed to beat the forum where I would meet the people of my team.lt was an early 

rise, but because of the afternoon temperatures everybody preterred to do most of the workin the open 

before noon.l met my team at the forum and we we re going to go to the tomatoes and do some ha rvesting. 

lt was a pretty easy job and we hung around the pavilion next to the field while we we re working.l talked to 

two Dutch girls who took a break from their studies and travelled around the Middle East for 3 months. They 

heard a bout this place when they were in Amman,Jordan.They didn't really stay too long here since they still 

wanted to spend some time in Dahab on the Red Sea. 

Aft er work I wa lked down with a wheelbarrow full of tomatoes and got into a conversatien with a Swedish 

man who al ready was here for two months working on a novel. He brought a laptop and every now and then 

he would email some pages to his publisher. He said it worked great! I asked him if I could read some, but he 

wasn't too sure about it yet. Wedelivered the tomatoes at the kitchen where they were al ready preparing the 

dinner for tonight.l saw on my team schedule that would be our job the day after tomorrow. 

That evening, after dinner, I went to the bar and tasted the resort beer for the first time. I must say that I had to 

get used to it, but in the end it tasted pretty good.l shared a table with an couple intheir late fifties.The guy 

did pretty wel I with his own business and they tried totravelas much as possible. Only they were kinda fed 

up withall the resorts they've been till now.ln here they found something different and although the work 

was getting pretty hot sometime, they really found it rewarding to eat food you worked on yourself. 

During the next two weeks I baked bread from my own harvested wheat, tasted freshly dried tomatoes, 

witnessed a goat being slaughtered and finally finished all four books I brought.l had a wondertul time at the 

§ Unplugged lnn and got a chance to reeover a bit from a couple of months of working very hard. 

~ On the way back I was joined by two Spanish backpackers. Wetook a train together down the Nile. They left 
0> 

[ the train at Luxor to go to the Red Sea.l travelled on to Cairo to catch my flight back home, but had a sure 

§ feeling that I would return to Unplugged lnn ... someday! 
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Condusion 

g Unplugged lnn is a possible answer totheneed for an environmentally friendly form of tourism in the 
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Toshka-area. On a higher level it a lso answers desires of people regarding specialized holidays and awareness 

of food-production. 

Born out of a combined wishand need, the resort offers a total cycle of life and let people experience this 

cycle completely. The experience is basedon the actual production of the food, self-sufficiency in energy and 

careful handling of the water. The architectural organization enhances this experience by interweavi ng the 

individual, collective and agricultural functions. 

Through interweaving, the experience is shared, friends can be made, stories will be told and meals eaten 

together.A temporary new social configuration is established. 

Unplugged lnn is not only an autarkie machine, it is a meeting place for people searching an alternative to 

both their own life and their last holiday. 

Arewarding effort insteadof empty excitement, so people can truly say: 

I am enjoying Unplugged lnn! 
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Afterword 

~ Looking back, the two years of this project actually went pretty quickly. The processitself was not very easy 
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and I am glad it is now fmally finished. 

As for the result, a friend of mine told me, I will only appreciate and judge my own product when I had the 

time to let it restfora while. 

That is what I am going to do now. 

The only thing I can say is that throughout the process, I think I have been stuck too long in the technology 

part of the assignment. l had this totally dictating the utopiapartand finally, only inthelast few months I had 

a very good look and feel a bout the myth-part of the design. 

The schematic plan kept me from inserting the actual experience into the plan. When I was a bie to let this go, 

I eventually managed to add a few very beautiful moments to the plan. 

Writing this, I wish I would have had a few more weeks to finish the design, but then again, after those coup Ie 

of extra weeks I am sure I would be thinking exactly the same.lt wil I never be finished. 

I am looking forward to presenting the project, finish my studies and I am very curious to what the afterlife 

brings me. A new chapter! 

Stijn Kemper 

Rotterdam 

March 18, 2007 
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Unplugged lnn 
Travelogue 

"Finally I finished my studies in Architecture! Eight years of studying, over two years of graduating and a few 
weeksago I arrived ... at last. Long before being finished I decided that the first thing I would do after graduat
ing was togotraveL The graduating process was pretty tough and kept me from making long trips abroad. 
From a point on I couldn't justify this to myself anymore. 
A few months ago I saw on the Internet an new kind of resort in the Egyptian desert where you could harvest 
your own food. The stories I read where amazing and the few pictures I saw definitely had me very interested. 
I visited their website and found out that they were near this irrigation project, but still in the middle of 
nowhere! I found out I needed to go to Aswan and there I would be picked up by one of the resorts SUVs.l 
booked a room for after graduating. A few hours later they emailed me with further direction, but we would 
stayin touch for the final rendez-vouz. 
So after garduating I flew to Cairo and stayed for two days to see the usuai.Through some people I met in my 
hosteil found out the best way to getto Aswan was by train through Luxor.lt would only cost me 9 euro to 
get there in first class. The next morning I first checked my email to see where I would meet the people of the 
resort. They said to co me tomeet at a restaurant called Aswan Moon late afternoon tomorrow.l checked out 
of my hostel, said goodbye to the people I met and took the subway to the trainstation. 
The trainride was pretty good, saw some of the Nile Valley and had a chance to get some sleep. Eventually, 
aft er 13 hours I arrived in Aswan.lt was pretty late, but I was able to get a room at the Nubian Oasis. Walked 
around a little bit, tried to find the Aswan Moon and went to bed. 
The next morning had breakfast at a restaurant on a boatandtook the ferry to an island in the middle of the 

Nile, but then time came to go to the Aswan Moon.The ferry landedalmost next to the restaurant, I walked 
off and al ready saw the electric SUV I read about.lnside the restaurant I found a German guy and a French 

couple who ju st left the resort. After the acquaintance Klaus told me we first had to wait fora nother guest 
and that we only could leave early next morning because of the charging of the SUV.It took some six hours 
fora full charge. They would do this at the restaurant and then sleep in a hotel. We decided tomeet again 
later that night and share a meal. 
At the dinner I a lso met the other travel Ier, a 35 year-old American going to the resort as a longer break from 
work. He planned on staying there for over a month. 
The next morning we met at 6 o'clock to be heading out before the real heat kicked in. Although only April 

the temperatures could reach over 30 easily.ln June and July that would be up to 40 degrees. We eventually 
left at 6.30 with some supplies for the resort. Every now and then stuff needed tobetaken from the outside 
world. 
The triptook usabout 2 hours. We passed the old and new Aswan dam and sawa glimpse of the Nassar 
Lake. Aftera bout one-and-a-half hour we left thema in road and took a right into the desert. The ground was 
pretty easy to drive on, but still we we re only driving 20 km/h. 30 minuteslater Klaus pointedat the horizon 
and said that we we re al most there. l couldn't really see it immediately, butaftera while a tower rose up at 
the horizon. 1 5 minuteslater we we re entering the complex. Outside the resort I saw wooden bridges run 
into the desert and fields of wheat or maize lay at the end of these bridges. We entered the complex under a 
walking-bridge and a big concrete plane.The entrance itselfwas a huge contrast with the totallightness of 
the desert we just spend two hours in.The big doors opened and we drove through the gate.To my right a 
sawa glimpse of some goats before we drove over the water reservoir. The temperature inside the complex 
was rather cool. Klaus parked the car in a small bazaar-likest reetand told us to check in at the office. Same

body el se ca me to help him unload the truck. As we stepped into the office we were greeted by a girl at the 

counter. As she checked us in I was doubting if she was from Canada or France. Wh en she wanted to show 
us to our rooms samebody ca me in and affered to do it for her. The rooms of the American and mine were 
pretty close together, both at the peaches orchard. The guy showing us the rooms said he would let us settie 
down and affered to co me back in an hour to take us around the resort. As I went into my room a certain 
calmness and coolness overtook me. The room was pretty dark, but I kinda liked in this sea of light outside.l 
went u pstairs and saw my bed was in a loggia overlooking the desert.l unpacked my stuff and listentosome 





mus ie while looking into the great open. Aftera while I went to check with Pa ui, the American guy and we 
talked a bit on the porch of his apartment The guy who showed us to our rooms happened to be from the 
UK and al ready stayed at the resort for more than;:; month. He was deciding whether he should goor stay 
and help out in the resort more structurally. For now he ju st had a great time he re but he didn't know if it 
would be the same if he'd become employee.They needed someone though, since the girl who checked us 
in was going back to Canada. 
First he showed us the bathrooms and showers and explained a bit a bout the composting toilets. We walked 
pastour archard and went back to the office at the bazaar. He explained a bout the activities during the day 
and that we we re going to be assigned toa team that would be doing various jobs during the week. Next 
up we walked through the starage silos where I could see some people carryinga ranges into one of the 
si los. Behind the si los was the kitchen and dining room. Same people were hanging out at one of the tables 
while others we re making bread in the kitchen. Aft er the kitchen we walked past the sporting grounds, the 
bathhouse and the bar. At the mangos courtyard wetook a ramp up and landed on the wood en deck above. 
We walked towards the water-tower and went inside.We dimbed up an ca me at a balcony overlooking the 
whole resort. Gary pointedus the different crops growing in the concrete reservoirs and outside the com
plex. 
Walking back down he said he needed to be in the kitchen and I joined him there. Pa ui was heading back 
to his room to dosome reading. I joined in at the tab ie with people in the dining room, had some lunch 
and heard some amazing stories a bout a job this guy once had. After lunch I checked to see what I would 
be doing next morning and decided to take a dip in the bath house. At night I joined in at dinner and met 
some people who arrived ju st a couple of days befare I did. They said they tlew into Abu Simbelandtook 
local transport tothespot where we today left the highway.They were picked up from there.They had to 
wait some time but luckily it wasn't really that hot yet. Dinner was great and afterwards I joined in a game of 
basketbal i, at which I sucked.l decided to go to bed early, try to finish one of my books and prepare for what 
morning would bring me. 
At eight o'clock I was supposed to beat the forum where I would meet the people of my team.lt was an early 
rise, but because of the afternoon temperatures everybody preferred to do most of the workin the open 
befare noon.l met my team at the forum and we were going to go to the tomatoes and dosome harvesting. 
lt was a pretty easy job and we hung around the pavilion next to the field while we were working. l talked to 
two Dutch girls who took a break from their studies and travelled around the Middle East for 3 months.They 
heard about this place when they were in Amman,Jordan.They didn't really stay too long here since they still 
wanted to spend some time in Dahab on the Red Sea. 
After work I walked down with a wheelbarrow full of tomatoes and got into a conversation with a Swedish 
man who al ready was he re for two months working on a navel. He brought a laptop and every now and then 
r.e would email some pages to his publisher. He said it worked great! I asked him if I could read some, but he 
wasn't too sure about it yet. Wedelivered the tomatoes at the kitchen where they we re al ready preparing the 
dinner for tonight.l saw on my team schedule that would be our job the day after tomorrow. 
That evening, aft er dinner, I went to the bar and tasted the resort beer for the first time. I must say that I had 
to get used to it, but in the end it tasted pretty good.l shared a table with an couple intheir late fifties.The 
guy did pretty wel I with his own business and they tried totravelas much as possible. Only they were kind a 
fed up withall the resorts they've been til i now.ln he re they found something different and although the 
work was getting pretty hot sometime, they really found it rewarding to eat food you worked on yourself. 

During the next two weeks I baked bread from my own harvested wheat, tasted freshly dried tomatoes, wit
nessed a goat being slaughtered and finally finished all four books I brought.l had a wonderful time at the 
Unplugged lnn and got a chance to reeover a bit from a couple of months of working very hard. 
On the way back I was joined by two Spanish backpackers. Wetook a train tagether down the Nile.They left 
the train at Luxor to go to the Red Sea.l travelled on to Cairo to catch my tlight back home, but had a sure 
feeling that I would return to Unplugged lnn ... someday! 

Eindcolloquium Stijn Kernper- 22/03/07 


